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Abstract
In the N = 1 supersymmetric coset model based on (A(1)N−1⊕A(1)N−1, A(1)N−1) at level (k,N),
the lowest N = 1 higher spin supercurrent with spins-(5
2
, 3), in terms of two independent nu-
merator WZW currents, is reviewed. By calculating the operator product expansions (OPE)
between this N = 1 higher spin supercurrent and itself, the next two N = 1 higher spin
supercurrents can be generated with spins-(7
2
, 4) and (4, 9
2
). These four currents are polyno-
mials of degree 3, 4, 4, 4 in the first numerator WZW currents with level k. The complete
nonlinear OPE of the lowest N = 1 higher spin supercurrent for general N is obtained. The
three-point functions involving two scalar primaries with one spin-2 current or spin-3 current
are calculated in the large N limit for all values of the ’t Hooft coupling. In particular, the
light states that appeared in the case when the second level was fixed by 1 are no longer light
ones because the eigenvalues are finite in the large N limit.
1 Introduction
The WN (= WAN−1) minimal model conformal field theory (CFT) is dual, in the ’t Hooft
1
N
expansion, to the higher spin theory of Vasiliev on the AdS3 coupled to one complex scalar
[1, 2]. See the recent review papers [3, 4] for this duality. The CFTs have the following coset
form
ŜU(N)k ⊕ ŜU(N)1
ŜU(N)k+1
. (1.1)
The higher spin-s currents from polynomial (of degree s with s = 2, 3, · · · , N) combinations
of the individual numerator SU(N) currents of spin-1 can be constructed [5]. The diagonal
denominator SU(N) currents commute with these higher spin currents. One of the levels
for the spin-1 current is fixed by the positive integer k and the other is fixed by 1 in the
numerator of the coset CFT (1.1). Using the isomorphism [5] between the coset construction
and the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction, the extension of above duality to the triality is described
in [2]. One of the specialty on the above coset model (1.1) is that the additional currents that
are generated in the OPEs for general level l in the second numerator SU(N) current become
null fields for the level l = 1 and hence decouple [6].
A more general diagonal coset with levels (k, l) is expected to have many additional extra
currents. The corresponding algebra should be larger than the conventional WN algebra.
Recently, the two dimensional gauge theory coupled to the adjoint fermions for k = l = N
is described in [7]. This coset has N = (2, 2) supersymmetry [8]. It is known in [5] that
the Viraosoro primary field, corresponding to the higest weight of a highest weight module
of the affine Kac Moody algebra, has conformal dimension-1
2
for the adjoint representation
at level N which is a dual Coxeter number of SU(N). By Sugawara construction, the spin-3
2
current, a superpartner of spin-2 stress energy tensor, can be obtained from the above adjoint
free fermions of spin-1
2
. Similarly, the second spin-3
2
current can be obtained from the second
adjoint free fermions of spin-1
2
for the coset with the levels (k = N, l = N).
For the levels (k, l = N) when the second level is fixed byN , theN = (1, 1) supersymmetry
is preserved [9, 10]. The coset CFTs are described as
ŜU(N)k ⊕ ŜU(N)N
ŜU(N)k+N
. (1.2)
The coset central charge c(N, k) can be calculated as
c(N, k) =
(N2 − 1)
2
[
1− 2N
2
(k +N)(k + 2N)
]
<
(N2 − 1)
2
, k = 1, 2, · · · . (1.3)
1
In [11], the higher spin currents with spins
(
5
2
, 3), (
7
2
, 4), (4,
9
2
), (4,
9
2
), (
9
2
, 5), (
11
2
, 6), (6,
13
2
) (1.4)
besides the N = 1 super stress energy tensor with spins-(3
2
, 2) are constructed for N = 3
with levels (k, l = 3) by reconsidering the previous works in [12]. The six additional super
currents (or twelve currents in components) arise. Furthermore, the general N expressions
for the currents with spins-(3
2
, 2) and (5
2
, 3) are obtained explicitly. The lowest model (k = 1)
with c = (3N+1)(N−1)
2(2N+1)
in the series of coset models (1.3) has “minimal” N = 1 supersymmetric
WN algebra where there are currents of spins-(
3
2
, 2), (5
2
, 3), · · · , (N − 1
2
, N) [13] 1. As the k
increases, the additional currents start to appear and the final algebra is associative for all
values of c. It was expected [13] that this algebra is determined by considering the limit
model of the series which is a simple model with c = N
2
−1
2
describing (N2 − 1) fermions in
the adjoint repesentation of SU(N). In other words, k →∞ limit model with fixed N .
In this paper, the generalization to N for the first three super currents in the list (1.4) is
constructed (to describe the three-point functions with scalars in the large N limit as one of
the reasons). Actually, the first higher spin super current in (1.4) was already given in [11].
The explicit calculations of OPEs between the currents with spins-(5
2
, 3) are rather involved.
Among three OPEs, the OPE between spin-3 current and itself can be obtained from the
previous results in [15]. Therefore, the second- and first-order poles of the OPE between spin-
5
2
current and spin-3 current and the first-order pole of the OPE between spin-5
2
current and
itself should be determined. In doing these calculations, the fully normal ordering products
are needed to describe the zero mode calculations.
In section 2, the two N = 1 higher spin super currents with spins-(7
2
, 4) and (4, 9
2
) are
constructed by calculating the OPEs between the N = 1 higher spin super current with spins-
(5
2
, 3) and itself. The OPE of the N = 1 lowest higher spin super current can be obtained for
general N up to the normalizations of above two higher spin super currents. Note the presence
of the N = 1 higher spin super current of spins-(4, 9
2
), in the right hand side of OPE, which
is one of the additional currents compared to the above minimal N = 1 supersymmetric WN
algebra.
In section 3, the three-point functions with scalars including the spins-2 or 3 current are
described. The conformal dimension for (f ; f) [1] becomes nonzero even in the large N limit.
In section 4, the summary of this work is presented and some discussions on the future
directions are given.
In Appendices, the detailed descriptions appearing in sections 2, 3 and 4 are presented.
1Recently, in [14], the N = 1 minimal model holography corresponding to the above “minimal” N = 1
supersymmetric WN algebra is found.
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2 The three N = 1 higher spin (Casimir) super currents
In this section, the higher spin currents will be constructed for general N explicitly. The
fermion fields ψa(z) of spin-1
2
, where the SU(N) adjoint index a runs from 1 to (N2 − 1),
are used for the construction of spin-1 current with level N of the coset model (1.2). The
fundamental OPE of this fermion field is expressed as
ψa(z) ψb(w) = − 1
(z − w)
1
2
δab + · · · . (2.1)
The Kac-Moody current of spin-1, Ja(z), is defined as follows:
Ja(z) ≡ fabc ψbψc(z). (2.2)
The standard OPE of this spin-1 current with level N is obtained from (2.1) and (2.2)
Ja(z) J b(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 N δ
ab +
1
(z − w) f
abc Jc(w) + · · · . (2.3)
To match with the convention of [15], the different normalization from that of [11] is used in
this paper. The following OPE is obtained from (2.1) and (2.2)
ψa(z) J b(w) =
1
(z − w) f
abc ψc(w) + · · · . (2.4)
The other spin-1 current of level k living in the other SU(N) factor of our coset model (1.2)
satisfies the following OPE
Ka(z) Kb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 k δ
ab +
1
(z − w) f
abcKc(w) + · · · . (2.5)
The normalization is corrected appropriately and matches with that in [15]. The diagonal
spin-1 current, (Ja+Ka)(z), living in the denominator of the coset (1.2), satisfies similar OPE
with the level (N + k) from (2.3) and (2.5). The OPE between Ja(z) and Kb(w) contains
only regular terms.
The spin-2 stress energy tensor, via the Sugawara construction, is expressed as
T (z) = − 1
4N
JaJa(z)− 1
2(k +N)
KaKa(z) +
1
2(k + 2N)
(Ja +Ka)(Ja +Ka)(z), (2.6)
and the central charge (1.3) depends on N and k as follows:
c =
(N2 − 1)
2
[
1− 2N
2
(k +N)(k + 2N)
]
<
(N2 − 1)
2
, k = 1, 2, · · · . (2.7)
3
The fourth-order pole of T (z) T (w) with (2.6) provides c
2
with (2.7). The superpartner of the
spin-2 current (2.6) of spin-3
2
can be described as follows [11]:
G(z) = −
√
2k
3
√
N(k +N)(k + 2N)
ψa
(
Ja − 3N
k
Ka
)
(z). (2.8)
The relative coefficient in (2.8) can be fixed using either the OPE of the diagonal current
(Ja + Ka)(z) and G(w) does not contain any singular terms or this spin-3
2
current should
transform as a primary field under the stress energy tensor (2.6). See also the description of
[5] on the construction of the coset spin-3
2
current (in the subsection 7.3.2 of [5]). For N = 2,
the form of spin-3
2
current was obtained in [9]. The overall normalization in (2.8) is fixed by
the highest singular term 1
(z−w)3
in the OPE G(z) G(w). The central term here is given by 2c
3
,
where c is given by (2.7). In this analysis, the OPEs, (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), are used.
How should the other higher spin currents be determined? The spin-3 current can be
described as the cubic terms in the combination of spin-1 currents, Ja(z) and Ka(z), in the
numerator of our coset model (1.2). The explicit coefficients which depend on N and k were
fixed previously in [6]. The primary spin-3 current is, by plugging the values k1 = N and
k2 = k into (2.8) of [6],
W (z) =
i dabc
6N(N + k)(2N + k)
√
6(N + 2k)(5N + 2k)(N2 − 4)
[
k(k +N)(2k +N)JaJ bJc
−6N(k +N)(2k +N)JaJ bKc + 18N2(k +N)JaKbKc − 6N3KaKbKc
]
(z). (2.9)
What about the superpartner of this spin-3 current? This spin-5
2
current is obtained from
the method used in the construction of W (z) (2.9). Or from the N = 1 supersymmetry and
the OPE G(z) W (w) together with (2.8) and (2.9) (the second-order singular term of this
OPE), the following spin-5
2
current is completely determined [11]
U(z) =
i dabc√
50N(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−4 +N2)
[
k(2k +N)ψaJ bJc
− 5N(2k +N)ψaJ bKc + 10N2ψaKbKc
]
(z). (2.10)
Equivalently, the coefficients in (2.10) are fixed using the OPE G(z) U(w) and reading off the
first-order singular term, which is nothing but the spin-3 current W (w) 2.
2In this calculation, the following identities can be derived dabcJaJbJc(z) = −6Ndabcψa∂ψbJc(z) and
dabcJaJbKc(z) = fabcdcdeψaψbJdKe(z) − 2Ndabcψa∂ψbKc(z). In the realization (2.2), the number of inde-
pendent terms for dabcJaJbKc(z) is two.
4
The other higher spin currents, by calculating the OPEs between the currrents W (z) and
U(z), are determined. Consider the OPE W (z) W (w). This OPE for N = 3 was obtained
previously and was expected in the more general coset model (1.2) in [11]:
W (z) W (w) =
1
(z − w)6
c
3
+
1
(z − w)4 2T (w) +
1
(z − w)3 ∂T (w)
+
1
(z − w)2
[
(
3
10
)∂2T +
32
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
+ Pww4 + P
ww
4′
]
(w)
+
1
(z − w)
[
(
1
15
)∂3T + (
1
2
)
32
22 + 5c
∂
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
+ (
1
2
)∂Pww4 + (
1
2
)∂Pww4′
]
(w) + · · · , (2.11)
where the spin-4 current consisting of T (z) and G(z) (and their derivative terms) and trans-
forming as a primary field under the stress energy tensor (2.6) is given by [16]
Pww4 (z) =
8(10− 7c)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)
[
− 7
10
∂2T +
17
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
+G∂G
]
(z). (2.12)
Furthermore, the other primary spin-4 current, which is located at the second-order pole of
the OPE (2.11), can be described as
Pww4′ (z) = second-order pole(z)−
3
10
∂2T − 32
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
(z)− Pww4 (z)
= W (4)(z)− Pww4 (z). (2.13)
In the last line of (2.13), the previous result found in [15] for the primary spin-4 field with
the values k1 = N and k2 = k was used as follows
3:
W (4)(z) = dabcd
[
c1J
aJ bJcJd + c2J
aJ bJcKd + c3J
aJ bKcKd + c4J
aKbKcKd + c5K
aKbKcKd
]
+ dabedcde
[
c6J
aJ bJcJd + c7J
aJ bJcKd + c8J
aJ bKcKd + c9J
aKbKcKd + c10K
aKbKcKd
]
+ c11 J
aJaJ bJ b + c12 J
aJaJ bKb + c13 J
aJaKbKb + c14 J
aKaKbKb + c15K
aKaKbKb
+ c16 ∂
2JaKa + c17 ∂J
a∂Ka + c18 J
a∂2Ka + c19 J
aJ bKaKb. (2.14)
The explicit coefficient functions in (2.14) are presented in (A.6) of Appendix A. The com-
posite fields T 2(z) and G∂G(z) are expressed as (A.2) and (A.4), respectively. Therefore,
the first nontrivial primary spin-4 current, which will belong to the N = 1 supermultiplet
(together with other primary spin-4 current), is obtained from the formula (2.13) together
with (2.14), (A.6), (2.12), (2.6) and (2.8).
3 The completely symmetric traceless d symbol of rank-4 [15] is introduced as follows: dabcd = dabedecd +
dacedebd + dadedebc − 4(N2−4)
N(N2+1)
(
δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc
)
. If this relation is used in (2.14), then each five term
in the first line of (2.14) can be distributed to other independent terms. See also (A.5).
5
Consider the OPE U(z) W (w) which was expected in the more general coset model (1.2)
in [11] 4:
U(z) W (w) =
1
(z − w)4
3√
6
G(w) +
1
(z − w)3 (
1
3
)
3√
6
∂G(w)
+
1
(z − w)2
[
(
1
12
)
3√
6
∂2G+
11
√
6
(4c+ 21)
(
GT − 1
8
∂2G
)
+O 7
2
]
(w)
+
1
(z − w)
[
(
1
60
)
3√
6
∂3G+ (
3
7
)
11
√
6
(4c+ 21)
∂
(
GT − 1
8
∂2G
)
+ (
3
7
)∂O 7
2
− 12
√
6
7(10c− 7)
(
4
3
T∂G−G∂T − 4
15
∂3G
)
− O 9
2
]
(w) + · · · . (2.15)
From the second order pole of (2.15), the spin-7
2
current can be expressed as
O 7
2
(z) = second-order pole(z)− 1
12
3√
6
∂2G(z)− 11
√
6
(4c+ 21)
(
GT − 1
8
∂2G
)
(z). (2.16)
The following quantities are introduced to express concisely
Qa(z) ≡ dabcJ bJc(z), Ra(z) ≡ dabcJ bKc(z), Sa(z) ≡ dabcKbKc(z),
Q(z) ≡ dabcJaJ bJc(z), S(z) ≡ dabcKaKbKc(z). (2.17)
As noted in [16], for infinite limit of k, Qa(z) plays the role of superpartner of spin-3
2
field,
φa(z) ≡ 2
3
dabcψbJc(z) and spin-5
2
field, Φa(z) ≡ 2
3
dabc(2∂ψbJc−ψb∂Jc)(z). In other words, the
OPE G(z) Qa(w) for infinite k contains the second-order pole with this spin-3
2
field, φa(z),
and the first-order pole with the combination of the spin-5
2
field, Φa(z), and the derivative of
spin-3
2
field, φa(z).
The next step is to determine how to obtain the second-order pole of OPE U(z) W (w) to-
gether with (2.10) and (2.9). At first, the OPE between the first term of U(z), dabcψaJ bJc(z) =
ψaQa(z), and the first term of W (w), ddefJdJeJf (w) = JdQd(w) should be calculated. The
OPE consists of two parts. One is to calculate the OPE between ψaQa(z) and Jd(x) and the
other is to calculate the OPE between ψaQa(z) and Qd(w). The OPE of Jd(x) and ψa(z) can
be derived from (2.4) and the OPE between Jd(x) and Qa(z) is needed. This was obtained
in [15], where the level N is inserted,
Ja(z) Qb(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 3Nd
abcJc(w) +
1
(z − w) f
abcQc(w) + · · · . (2.18)
4 When the order of the OPE (2.15) is changed, the explict form for the OPE can be derived as follows:
W (z) U(w) = 1(z−w)4
3√
6
G(w)+ 1(z−w)3 (
2
3 )
3√
6
∂G(w)+ 1(z−w)2
[
(14 )
3√
6
∂2G+ 11
√
6
(4c+21)
(
GT − 18∂2G
)
+O 7
2
]
(w)+
1
(z−w)
[
( 115 )
3√
6
∂3G+ (47 )
11
√
6
(4c+21)∂
(
GT − 18∂2G
)
+ (47 )∂O 72 +
12
√
6
7(10c−7)
(
4
3T∂G−G∂T − 415∂3G
)
+O 9
2
]
(w) +
· · ·. When the component OPEs are combined into a single N = 1 super OPE, the OPE W (z) U(w) is also
used. See Appendix E.
6
It is straightforward to obtain the second-order pole, −5Ndabc(ψaJ b)Qc(w), from the first
part. The following fully normal ordered product can be obtained as follows:
dabc(ψaJ b)Qc(w) = dabcψaJ bQc(w)− 5
2
(N2 − 4)ψa∂2Ja(w)
+
7
2
(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ja(w). (2.19)
Moreover, to obtain the second part of the OPE, the following OPE from (2.4) should be
used
Qc(z) ψa(w) = − 1
(z − w)2 Nd
acdψd(w)
+
1
(z − w)
[
−2Ndacd∂ψd − 2dcdefadfψfJe
]
(w) + · · · . (2.20)
The following OPE, which appeared in [15], should be used
Qa(z) Qb(w) =
1
(z − w)4 6N(N
2 − 4)δab − 1
(z − w)3 6(N
2 − 4)fabcJc(w)
− 1
(z − w)2
[
NdabcQc + 6NdacedbdeJcJd
]
(w)
+
1
(z − w)
[
−3Ndacedbde∂JcJd + facedbcdQeJd + fadedbcdJcQe
− 3NdacedbdeJd∂Jc
]
(w) + · · · . (2.21)
The second-order pole contributed from the second part of the OPE leads to the intermediate
result, −5NdabcdcdeJa(ψdJe)J b(w)−5NdabcdcdeJaJ bψdJe(w). The expression dabcdcdeJa(ψdJe)J b(w)
can be simplified further. Using the identity [15]
dadbdbecf cfa =
(N2 − 4)
N
f def , (2.22)
one can rearrange this normal ordered product by moving the field J b to the left. The identities
in [15]
fabcf dbc = 2Nδad, dabcddbc =
2
N
(N2 − 4)δad, (2.23)
are used. Therefore, the final result can be expressed as
dabcdcdeJa(ψdJe)J b(w) = dabcψaJ bQc(w)− (N2 − 4)∂2ψaJa(w)− (N2 − 4)ψa∂2Ja(w)
+ 2(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ja(w). (2.24)
7
Using (2.24), (2.19) and the identity dabcdcdeJaJ bψdJe(w) = dabcdcdeψaJdJeJ b(w)+2(N2−
4)∂ψa∂Ja(w)− (N2 − 4)∂2ψaJa(w), which can be checked by moving the field ψd to the left,
the final second-order pole of OPE ψaQa(z) JdQd(w) can be summarized as
{ψaQa JdQd}−2(w) = −15NdabcψaJ bQc(w) + 45
2
N(N2 − 4)ψa∂2Ja(w)
− 75
2
N(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ja(w). (2.25)
The other OPEs can be obtained similarly. In Appendix B, the eleven contributions including
(2.25) are presented explicitly. Obviously, the OPE between the first term of U(z) and the
last term of W (w) does not contain the singular term. In particular, the OPE ψaRa(z) Q(w)
found in (B.4) is most involved. The normal ordered products in (B.1)-(B.11) are not fully
normal ordered. Some nestings of these higher ordered products are presented in Appendix
B using (2.22) and (2.23). Furthemore, the field ψa(z) should be placed to the left of the field
J b(z) and the field Kc(z) is located at the right hand side of Jd(z).
Then the final second-order pole, which consists of thirteen terms, is presented as follows:
{U W}−2(w) = c1 dabcψaJ bQc(w) + c2 dabcψaJ bSc(w) + c3 dabcψaJ bRc(w) + c4 dabcψaKbSc(w)
+ c5 d
abcdcdeψdJaJ bKe(w) + c6 d
abcdcdeψdJaKbKe(w) + c7 ψ
a∂2Ja(w)
+ c8 ∂ψ
a∂Ja(w) + c9 f
abcψaKb∂Kc(w) + c10 f
abc∂ψaJ bKc(w) + c11 ∂
2ψaKa(w)
+ c12 ∂ψ
a∂Ka(w) + c13 ψ
a∂2Ka(w), (2.26)
where the coefficient functions are determined as
c1 = −15BCkN(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
c2 = −60BCN3(k +N)(k + 2N)(6k + 5N),
c3 = 75BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
c4 = 480BCN
4(k +N)(k + 2N),
c5 = 30BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
c6 = −240BCN3(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
c7 =
15
2
BCk(−4 +N2)N(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(6k + 11N),
c8 = −15
2
BCk(−4 +N2)N(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(10k + 13N),
c9 = 240BC(−4 +N2)N2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
c10 = −30BC(−4 +N2)N(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(10k + 13N),
c11 = −60BC(−4 +N2)N2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 3N),
8
c12 = 60BC(−4 +N2)N2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
c13 = −30BC(−4 +N2)N2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 9N). (2.27)
Furthermore the following (N, k) dependent functions, which are overall nomalization con-
stants of W (z) (2.9) and U(z) (2.10), respectively, are introduced
B(N, k) ≡ i
6
√
6N(k +N)(k + 2N)
√
(2k +N)(2k + 5N)(−4 +N2)
,
C(N, k) ≡ i
5
√
2N(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−4 +N2)
. (2.28)
The presence of the first nonderivative terms of (2.26) was expected in [11]. Each term
contains ψa(z) or its derivative term. The c1-term in (2.26) can be seen from the result of
[16]. The c1-, c7- and c8-terms do not contain the current K
a(z).
Therefore, the spin-7
2
current is obtained from the formula (2.16), (2.17), (2.26), (2.27),
(2.6), (2.8) and (2.28). Some identities in (B.23) of Appendix B can be used to obtain the
composite field GT (z) that appears in (2.16).
What happens in next order pole? The explicit form for the spin-9
2
current can be derived
as follows:
O 9
2
(w) = −first-order pole(w) + ( 1
60
)
3√
6
∂3G(w) + (
3
7
)
11
√
6
(4c+ 21)
∂
(
GT − 1
8
∂2G
)
(w)
+ (
3
7
)∂O 7
2
(w)− 12
√
6
7(10c− 7)
(
4
3
T∂G−G∂T − 4
15
∂3G
)
(w). (2.29)
The next step is to determine how to obtain the first-order pole of OPE U(z) W (w). As
done in previous second-order pole, the first-order pole from the OPE between ψaQa(z) and
JdQd(w) can be obtained. Using (2.18), (2.20) and (2.21), the first-order pole consists of
−5Ndabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)(JdJe)(w)− 5NdabcdcdeJa∂(ψdJe)J b(w)− 5NdabcdcdeJaJ b∂(ψdJe)(w). In
(C.1), the following nontrivial normal ordered products are obtained
dabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)(JdJe)(w) = dabc∂ψaJ bQc(w) + dabcψa∂J bQc(w)
+ (N2 − 4)
(
−∂3ψaJa + ∂ψa∂2Ja − 1
3
ψa∂3Ja
)
(w),
dabcdcdeJa∂(ψdJe)J b(w) = −2
3
(N2 − 4)Ja∂3ψa(w) + dabcdcdeJaJ b∂(ψdJe)(w),
dabcdcdeJaJ b∂(ψdJe)(w) = dabcdcdeψdJaJ b∂Je(w) +
2(N2 − 4)
N
fabc∂ψaJ b∂Jc(w)
+ dabcdcde∂ψdJaJ bJe(w) +
(N2 − 4)
N
fabc∂2ψaJ bJc(w)
− (N2 − 4)∂2ψa∂Ja(w)− 1
3
(N2 − 4)∂3ψaJa(w), (2.30)
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where the OPEs of (2.18) and (2.20) are used. Some properties between the d symbol and
f symbol are used. In Appendix C, the contributions are presented explicitly. The normal
ordered products in (C.1)-(C.11) are not fully normal ordered. Some nestings of these higher
ordered products are presented in Appendix C.
Then the final first-order pole, which consists of thirty nine terms, is presented as follows:
{U W}−1(w) = c1 fabcdcdeψaJdQbKe + c2 fabcdcdeψbJdJeRa + c3 dabcddeff ebhψaJdJfJhKc
+ c4 f
abcdcdeψdJaQbKe + c6 d
abcddeff eahψhJfJ bKdKc
+ c7 d
abcddeff ebhψaJfJhKdKc + c8 f
abcdcdeψaJdKeSb + c9 f
abcdcdeψdJaKeSb
+ c10f
abcdcdeψbJdJeSa + c13d
abcddeff ecgψaJ bKdKfKg + c14f
abcdcdeψaKdKeSb
+ e1 d
abc∂ψaJ bQc + e2 d
abcψa∂J bQc + e3 ∂ψ
a∂2Ja + e4 ψ
a∂3Ja + e6 ∂
2ψa∂Ja
+ e7 ∂
3ψaKa + e8 d
abcdcdeψdJe∂JaKb + e9 f
abc∂ψaJ b∂Kc + e10 f
abc∂2ψaJ bKc
+ e11 f
abc∂ψa∂J bKc + e13 ∂ψ
a∂2Ka + e14 d
abcψaJ b∂Sc + e15 ψ
a∂3Ka
+ e16 d
abcdcdeψdJaJ b∂Ke + e17 d
abcdcde∂ψdJaJ bKe + e18 d
abc∂ψaJ bRc
+ e19 d
abcψa∂J bRc + e20 d
abcdcdeψa∂J bJd∂Ke + e22 d
abc∂ψaJ bSc
+ e23 d
abcψa∂J bSc + e24 d
abcdcdeψd∂JaJ bKe + e26 d
abcdcde∂ψdJaKbKe
+ e27 d
abcdcdeψdJaKb∂Ke + e28 d
abcψa∂KbSc + e29 f
abcψaKb∂2Kc
+ e30 d
abc∂ψaKbSc + e32 f
abcψa∂Kb∂Kc + e33 d
abcψaKb∂Sc, (2.31)
where the coefficient functions are presented in (C.22) of Appendix C. Compared to the
previous spin-7
2
current, where the field dabcψaJ bQc(z) appears in (2.26), the nonderivative
term among c1-c14 terms in (2.31) contains K
a(z) term. Furthermore, the nonderivative terms
contain a single f symbol. Because the spin-1 currents in (2.3) and (2.5) has the first-order
pole with the structure constant f symbol, this reflects the final first-order pole in the OPE
U(z) W (w). Note that the OPE (2.4) contains a f symbol on the right hand side. The Ka(z)
independent terms are given by e1-e6 terms. The last twenty eight derivative terms in (2.31)
(e1-e33 terms) can be seen from the ∂{U W}−2(w) with (2.26). This fact is consistent with
the result of [16] where the field ρ 9
2
(z) in (3.22) of [16] has no nonderivative term.
Therefore, the spin-9
2
current is obtained from the formula (2.29), (2.16), (2.17), (2.31),
(C.22), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.28). Some identities in (C.20) and (C.21) of Appendix C can be
used to obtain the composite field T ∂G(z) and G∂T (z), respectively.
Now move the following OPE
U(z) U(w) =
1
(z − w)5
2c
5
+
1
(z − w)3 2T (w) +
1
(z − w)2 ∂T (w)
10
+
1
(z − w)
[
(
3
10
)∂2T +
27
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
+ P uu4 + P
uu
4′
]
(w)
+ · · · , (2.32)
where the primary spin-4 field is
P uu4 (z) = −
3(2c− 83)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)
[
− 7
10
∂2T +
17
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
+G∂G
]
(z).(2.33)
Then the other spin-4 field belonging to N = 1 supermultiplet is expressed as
P uu4′ (z) = first-order pole(z)−
3
10
∂2T (z)− 27
22 + 5c
(
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T
)
(z)− P uu4 (z). (2.34)
The OPE of the first-term of (2.10) and itself can be obtained. For the OPE ψaQa(z) ψbQb(w),
the following OPE is needed.
ψaQa(z) ψb(w) =
1
(z − w)
[
−1
2
Qb − 2dacdf bceψaψeJd −Ndabcψa∂ψc
]
(w) + · · · . (2.35)
The second part of this OPE leads to the following first-order pole
{ψaQa Qb}−1(w) =
[
−5Ndbcddcef∂(ψeJf)Jd − 5NdbcdddefJc∂(ψeJf )
]
(w). (2.36)
In the normal ordering of (ψaJ b)(ψdJe), one should be careful about the signs due to the
fermionic property [17]. That is,
(ψaJ b)(ψdJe) = ψaJ bψdJe + {(ψdJe), (ψaJ b)} − {(ψdJe), ψa}J b + ψa[(ψdJe), J b]. (2.37)
Furthermore, the following nontrivial normal ordered products in (D.1) with (2.35) and
(2.36) can be obtained
QaQa(w) = dabcdadeJ bJcJdJe(w)− 6(N2 − 4)∂2JaJa(w),
dabcdcdeψa∂(ψdJe)J b(w) = dabcdcdeψaJ b∂(ψdJe)(w)− 2
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa(w),
dabc(ψa∂ψb)Qc(w) = dabcdcdeψa∂ψbJdJe(w) + 3(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂2ψa(w)
− 5
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa(w),
dabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)(ψdJe)(w) = dabcdcde∂ψaJ bψdJe(w) + dabcdcdeψa∂J bψdJe(w)
+
N2 − 4
N
∂2JaJa(w) +
2
N
(N2 − 4)∂Ja∂Ja(w)
+ 4(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂2ψa(w) + 14
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa(w),
fabcdcde(ψdψaJe)Qb(w) = −fabcdcdedbfgψa(ψdJe)JfJg(w) +Ndabcdcde∂ψaψdJeJ b(w)
+ Ndabcdcde∂ψaψdJ bJe(w) + 2Ndabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)(ψdJe)(w)
+
4
3
N(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa(w)
+ 7(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂(∂ψbJc)(w). (2.38)
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Note that the first term of the fifth equation in (2.38) should be rearranged to obtain the final
result. The two nonderivative terms will appear in the final results below 5.
The final first-order pole, which consists of thirty eight terms, can be constructed
{U U}−1(w) = c1 dabcJaJ bQc + c2 fabcdcdeψaψdJeQb + c3 dabcJaJ bRc
+ c4 d
abcddeff ebgψdψaJgKfKc + c5 d
abcJaKbSc + c6 d
abcddeff ecgψdψaJ bKfKg
+ c7 d
abcJaKbRc + c9 d
abcddeff fcgψdψaJeJ bKg + c10 f
abcdcdeψdψaJeRb
+ c11Q
aSa + c12f
abcdcdeψdψaJeSb + c13f
abcdcdeψdψaQbKe + c16f
abcdcdeψdψbKeSa
+ c17d
abcKaKbSc + e1d
abcdcde∂ψaψdJeJ b + e3d
abcdcdeψaψdJe∂J b + e6d
abcψa∂ψbQc
+ e7 d
abcdcdeψdψaKe∂Kb + e8 f
abc∂ψa∂ψbJc + e9 ∂J
a∂Ja + e10 ∂
2JaKa
+ e11 J
a∂2Ja + e12 f
abc∂JaJ bKc + e14 d
abcdcdeψa∂ψbJdKe + e16 ∂
2KaKa
+ e17 ∂ψ
a∂2ψa + e18 ψ
a∂3ψa + e20 f
abcJaKb∂Kc + e21 d
abcdcde∂ψdψaKeKb
+ e22d
abcdcdeψd∂ψaKeKb + e23f
abcψa∂ψb∂Kc + e24J
a∂2Ka + e25d
abcdcdeψa∂ψdJ bKe
+ e28 d
abcdcdeψdψa∂JeKb + e29 d
abcdcdeψdψaJe∂Kb + e30 d
abcψa∂ψbSc
+ e34 f
abc∂ψa∂ψbKc + e36 d
abcdcdeψd∂ψaJ bKe, (2.39)
where the coefficient functions are presented in (D.17) of Appendix D. In particular, the
OPE ψaRa(z) ψbQb(w) found in (D.4) is most involved. The nonderivative c1-term in (2.39)
appears also in [16]. The expression which does not contain the current Ka(z) consists of
c1-, c2-, e1-, e3-, e6-, e8-, e9-, e11-, e17- and e18-terms. The nonderivative terms with a single
f symbol can be obtained from the contractions between the spin-1 currents. As observed
previously, the first-order pole between these currents has a f symbol. Also the quadratic
expression in ψa appears because they do not play the role of the contraction and remain
unchanged. On the other hand, the nonderivative terms without f symbol can be obtained
from the contractions between the spin-1
2
currents and therefore there is no ψa factor in their
expressions.
Therefore, the spin-4 current is obtained from the formula (2.34), (2.17), (2.39), (2.33),
(D.17), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.28). Some identities in (A.3) of Appendix A can be used to obtain
the composite field G∂G(z) that appears in (2.33).
Eventually, the correct spin-4 currents, which are the elements of N = 1 super currents,
5 The following simplification can be made fabcdcdedbfgψa(ψdJe)JfJg(w) =
fabcdcdedbfgψaψdJeJfJg(w) + 2(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂(ψbJc)(w) − 3(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂(ψb∂Jc)(w) +
NdabcdcdeψaψbJe∂Jd(w) − NdabcdcdeψaψeJb∂Jd(w) − NdabcdcdeψaψdJe∂Jb(w) − Ndabcψa∂ψbQc(w) +
3
2 (N
2 − 4)fabcψaψb∂2Jc(w).
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are
O4(w) =
(
− 1√
6
P uu4′ +
√
6Pww4′
)
(w), O4′(w) =
1
8
16
7
√
2
3
P uu4′ −
4
7
√
6Pww4′
 (w), (2.40)
where the equations (2.13) and (2.34) are needed.
The main observation in this section is that the pole structures (2.26), (2.31), and (2.39)
are obtained explicitly. Together with the pole structure (2.14) found in [15], they provide
the WZW field contents for O 7
2
(z), O4(z), O4′(z) and O 9
2
(z) given in (2.16), (2.29) and (2.40).
Because the spin-3
2
current G(z) in (2.8) determines the superpartner for component field in
any primary superfield, the OPE G(z) O 7
2
(w) should determine the current O4(w). Similarly,
the OPE G(z)O4′(w) should lead to the current O 9
2
(w). It would be interesting to check these
two facts explicitly for consistency. As described in the begining of this section, the three
N = 1 higher spin super currents with spins-(5
2
, 3), (7
2
, 4) and (4, 9
2
) are constructed.
3 The three-point functions with scalars in the large N
limit
In this section, the three-point functions with scalars will be determined for the spins s =
2, 3 because the normalization for these currents are known completely. For s = 4, 4′, the
normalization for these currents are not fixed because the OPEs between each current and
itself are not constructed and the highest singular terms, 1
(z−8)8
and 1
(z−w)8
, are not determined.
The conformal dimension h(0; f) [1] and its large N limit can be obtained as follows (the
formula for the dimension can be found in [18, 19]):
h(0; f) =
N2 − 1
2N
[
1
N +N
− 1
N +N + k
]
=
N2 − 1
4N2
[
1− 2N
2N + k
]
→ (1− λ)
4(1 + λ)
, (3.1)
where the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator of SU(N), N
2
−1
2N
, is used. The ’t Hooft
coupling constant is
λ =
N
k +N
. (3.2)
The level N appears in the two denominators of (3.1), whileas the level k appears in the
second denominator of (3.1). At the final stage of (3.1), after substituting k = 1−λ
λ
N , the
large N limit was taken. There is no contribution from the trivial representation.
On the other hand, the conformal dimension h(f ; 0) and its large N limit can be derived
as follows:
h(f ; 0) =
N2 − 1
2N
[
1
N + k
+
1
N +N
]
=
N2 − 1
4N2
[
1 +
2N
N + k
]
→ 1 + 2λ
4
, (3.3)
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where the level k appears in the first denominator of (3.3), whileas the level N appears in the
second denominator of (3.3). At the final step, the large N limit was taken similarly. The
trivial representation does not contribute to the conformal dimension.
The Virasoro zero mode (acting on the above primaries) eigenvalue is determined as fol-
lows. For the primary (0; f), the zero mode Ka0 corresponding to the numerator current with
level k of the coset model vanishes [20]. That is, the eigenvalue is zero when this zero mode
acts on the state corresponding to this primary field. On the other hand, the ground state
transforms as a fundamental representation with respect to the zero mode Ja0 corresponding
to the numerator current with the level N of the coset. The nonzero contribution arises from
the first and third terms of spin 2 stress energy tensor (2.6). The result can be expressed as(
− 1
4N
Ja0J
a
0 +
1
2(k + 2N)
Ja0J
a
0
)
|f > =
(
− 1
4N
+
1
2(k + 2N)
)
(−N)|f >
=
(1− λ)
4(1 + λ)
|f >= h(0; f)|f > . (3.4)
Note that because Ja0J
a
0 = δ
abTr(T aT b) = −δaa = −(N2 − 1), the large N limit for the
eigenvalue equation leads to −N . Furthermore, the extra 1
N
factor arises due to the fact that
the eigenvalue (not a trace) is needed. Therefore, the final contribution to the fundamental
representation provides −N [21, 15]. At the final stage of (3.4), the identity (3.1) is used. The
result (3.4) indicates that the Virasoro zero mode eigenvalue can be fixed by the conformal
dimension of the scalar primary operator.
On the other hand, for the primary (f ; 0), the zero mode Ka0 equals to −Ja0 . Or the
eigenvalue equation of the zero mode of the diagonal denominator current in the coset has
zero eigenvalue. Furthermore, the ground state transforms as a fundamental representation
with respsect toKa0 and as an antifundamental representation with respect to J
a
0 . The nonzero
contribution arises from the first and second terms of spin 2 Virasoro current (2.6). The result
can be derived(
− 1
4N
Ja0J
a
0 −
1
2(k +N)
Ja0J
a
0
)
|f > =
(
− 1
4N
− 1
2(k +N)
)
(−N)|f >
=
1
4
(1 + 2λ)|f >= h(f ; 0)|f > . (3.5)
Although the generators in the antifundamental representation have the extra minus signs,
compared to those in the fundamental representation, the final result has no extra minus sign
because the number of power of the SU(N) generator T a(= Ka0 ) is even. The identity (3.3)
is used. Again, the Virasoro zero mode eigenvalue is fixed by the conformal dimension of the
scalar primary operator.
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The three-point functions with two real scalars, from (3.5) and (3.4), are
< O+O+T >= 1
4
(1 + 2λ), < O−O−T >= (1− λ)
4(1 + λ)
, (3.6)
where the scalar primaries correspond to O+ = (f ; 0) ⊗ (f ; 0), O+ = (f ; 0) ⊗ (f ; 0), O− =
(0; f)⊗ (0; f) and O− = (0; f)⊗ (0; f), respectively. The normalization for the spin 2 current
is described as < T (z) T (w) >= 1
(z−w)4
[
1
2
N2 (1−λ)(1+2λ)
2(1+λ)
]
in the large N limit. By absorbing
the (N, λ) dependent term into the spin 2 current-spin 2 current correlator (or equivalently
dividing this two point function by 1
2
N2 (1−λ)(1+2λ)
2(1+λ)
),
< O+O+T > = 1
2N
√√√√(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)
(1− λ) , < O−O−T >=
1
2N
√√√√ (1− λ)
(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)
,(3.7)
where < T (z) T (w) >= 1
(z−w)4
. Purely λ-dependent parts in each case of (3.7) are proportional
to each other inversely. In other words, the product of these leads to 1
4N2
.
Furthermore, the conformal dimension h(f ; f) [1], which goes to zero in the large N limit
when the second level is 1 and forms a continuum of light states near the vacuum, and its
large N limit can be determined similarly.
h(f ; f) =
N2 − 1
2N
[
1
N + k
− 1
N +N + k
]
=
(N2 − 1)
2(N + k)(2N + k)
→ λ
2
2(1 + λ)
. (3.8)
The trivial representation corresponds to the numerator current with the level N in the coset.
The appearance of N (from the level) in the second denominator of (3.8) gives rise to a
nontrivial N factor in the numerator and this cancels the same factor in the denominator.
Therefore, in the large N limit, the conformal dimension is nonzero. The states are no longer
light. The above can be expressed as h(f ; f) = h(f ; 0) + h(0; f)− N2−1
2N2
with (3.1) and (3.3).
The Virasoro zero mode eigenvalue can be determined similarly. For the primary (f ; f),
the zero mode Ja0 vanishes. More precisely, the eigenvalue becomes zero. The ground state
transforms as a fundamental representation with respect to Ka0 . The nonzero contribution
arises from the second and third terms of (2.6). The result can be expressed as(
− 1
2(k +N)
Ka0K
a
0 +
1
2(k + 2N)
Ka0K
a
0
)
|f > =
(
− 1
2(k +N)
+
1
2(k + 2N)
)
(−N)|f >
=
λ2
2(1 + λ)
|f >= h(f ; f)|f > . (3.9)
In the last line of (3.9), the relation (3.8) is used.
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One expects that there is a nonzero three-point function. The three-point function with
two real scalars, from (3.9), are
< OO T >= λ
2
2(1 + λ)
, (3.10)
where the scalar primaries correspond to O = (f ; f)⊗ (f ; f) and O = (f ; f)⊗ (f ; f), respec-
tively. By rescaling the stress energy tensor as done before, the above (3.10) becomes
< OO T > = λ
2
N
√
(1 + λ)(1− λ)(1 + 2λ)
, (3.11)
where < T (z) T (w) >= 1
(z−w)4
.
The spin 3 zero mode eigenvalue can be determined similarly. For the primary (0; f) with
vanishing Ka0 (i.e. the eigenvalue is zero), the nontrivial contribution from the spin 3 current
(2.9) together with (2.28) can be obtained
B(N, k)k(k +N)(2k +N)dabcJa0J
b
0J
c
0 |f > =
i
6
√
6N2
(1− λ)
(1 + λ)
√√√√ (2− λ)
(2 + 3λ)
(iN2)|f >
= − 1
6
√
6
(1− λ)
(1 + λ)
√√√√ (2− λ)
(2 + 3λ)
|f > . (3.12)
The eigenvalue iN2 in (3.12) can be determined using dabcTr(T aT bT c) = − i
2
dabddabcTr(T dT c)→
iN2 after the extra 1
N
is multiplied.
On the other hand, for the primary (f ; 0) with Ka0 = −Ja0 (i.e. the eigenvalue for the
diagonal current is zero), the following result can be derived
B(N, k)(k + 2N)(k + 3N)(2k + 5N)dabcJa0J
b
0J
c
0 |f > =
i
6
√
6N2
(1 + 2λ)
√√√√(2 + 3λ)
(2− λ) (−iN
2)|f >
=
1
6
√
6
(1 + 2λ)
√√√√(2 + 3λ)
(2− λ) |f > . (3.13)
In this case, each term in (2.9) contributes to the eigenvalue equation. The extra minus sign
in the eigenvalue of the first line of (3.13) is due to the fact that the ground state transforms
as an antifundamental representation with respect to Ja0 .
Then the three-point functions with scalars can be expressed as, from (3.12) and (3.13),
< O+O+W > = 1
6
√
6
(1 + 2λ)
√√√√(2 + 3λ)
(2− λ) ,
< O−O−W > = − 1
6
√
6
(1− λ)
(1 + λ)
√√√√ (2− λ)
(2 + 3λ)
. (3.14)
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Each three-point function in (3.14) contains the corresponding two point function in (3.6),
respectively. The other λ dependent part of one three-point function appears in the other
three-point function inversely. The normalization for the spin 3 current is as follows: <
W (z) W (w) >= 1
(z−w)6
[
1
3
N2
(1−λ)(1+2λ)
2(1+λ)
]
. By different normalization, the above three-point
function become
< O+O+W > = 1
6N
√√√√(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ)
(1− λ)(2− λ) ,
< O−O−W > = − 1
6N
√√√√ (1− λ)(2− λ)
(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ)
. (3.15)
The λ-dependent parts in each case of (3.15) are proportional to each other inversely.
For the primary (f ; f) with vanishing Ja0 (i.e. the eigenvalue is zero), the nontrivial
contribution in the spin 3 zero mode from (2.9) together with (2.28) can be obtained
B(N, k)(−1)6N3dabcKa0Kb0Kc0|f > = −
iλ3
N2(1 + λ)
√
6(2− λ)(2 + 3λ)
(iN2)|f >
=
λ3
(1 + λ)
√
6(2− λ)(2 + 3λ)
|f > . (3.16)
From (3.16), the three-point functions with scalars can be expressed as
< OOW > = λ
3
(1 + λ)
√
6(2− λ)(2 + 3λ)
. (3.17)
By different normalization with < W (z) W (w) >= 1
(z−w)6
, the above three-point function
(3.17) becomes
< OOW > = λ
3
N
√
(1 + λ)(1− λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ)(2− λ)
. (3.18)
The factor in (3.11) appears in (3.18). In other words, < OOW >= λ√
(2+3λ)(2−λ)
< OO T >.
Therefore, the three-point functions with scalars are completely determined for s = 2, 3 in
the large N limit. How should the other three-point functions corresponding to s = 4, 4′? The
unnormalized three-point functions can be obtained using the prescriptions in this section. As
described in the begining of this section, because the normalizations for O4(z) and O4′(z) are
not determined in this paper, the right hand side of the three-point functions are not fixed.
Moreover, compared to the WN minimal model, the result (3.8) for the conformal dimension
(and corresponding three-point function in (3.11)) indicates that the corresponding states can
survive in the large N limit. The states are no longer light.
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4 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, the explict expressions for the N = 1 higher spin currents of spins-(7
2
, 4) and
(4, 9
2
), which are the second and third elements in (1.4), are constructed. These are obtained
from the OPE between the N = 1 lowest higher spin super currrent of spins-(5
2
, 3), which is
the first element in (1.4), and itself.
Furthermore, the three OPEs (2.11), (2.15) and (2.32) can be expressed as a single N = 1
super OPE, via Appendix E, as follows:
Wˆ (Z1) Wˆ (Z2) =
1
z512
c
15
+
θ12
z412
Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z312
1
3
DTˆ (Z2) +
θ12
z312
2
3
∂Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z212
2
3
Tˆ 2(Z2)
+
θ12
z212
[
(2c+ 5)
2(4c+ 21)
∂2Tˆ +
22
(4c+ 21)
TˆDTˆ +
1√
6
Oˆ 7
2
]
(Z2)
+
1
z12
[
2(18c+ 1)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)DTˆDTˆ +
(2c2 − c− 37)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)D∂
2Tˆ
− 2(2c− 83)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7) Tˆ ∂Tˆ +
1
7
√
6
DOˆ 7
2
+
2√
6
Oˆ4
]
(Z2)
+
θ12
z12
[
16(7c− 10)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7) TˆD∂Tˆ +
4(2c2 − 29c+ 3)
3(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)∂
3Tˆ
+
8(18c+ 1)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)DTˆ∂Tˆ +
4
7
√
6
∂Oˆ 7
2
+
1√
6
DOˆ4
]
(Z2) + · · · , (4.1)
where the N = 1 super currents have the following component fields [11]
Wˆ (Z) =
1√
6
U(z) + θ W (z),
Oˆ 7
2
(Z) = O 7
2
(z) + θ O4(z),
Oˆ4(Z) = O4′(z) + θ O 9
2
(z), Z = (z, θ), (4.2)
and z12 = z1 − z2 − θ1θ2, θ12 = θ1 − θ2, D = ∂θ + θ∂z and ∂ = ∂z. Because the c-dependent
coefficients in the linear superfield terms of (4.1) approach to constant value and those in the
quadratic superfield terms approach to 1
c
when c→∞, the corresponding classical algebra can
be obtained from (4.1) with appropriate coefficients found in this limit. This will correspond
to the asymptotic symmetry algebra of AdS3 bulk theory.
The N = 1 super fusion rule of (4.1) can be summarized as[
Wˆ
] [
Wˆ
]
=
[
Iˆ
]
+
[
Oˆ 7
2
]
+
[
Oˆ4
]
. (4.3)
The coupling contants, c
7
2
5
2
5
2
and c45
2
5
2
, appearing in front of
[
Oˆ 7
2
]
and
[
Oˆ4
]
, respectively are
not determined in this expression (4.3) because the normalizations of Oˆ 7
2
(Z) and Oˆ4(Z) (4.2)
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are not fixed. These normalizations can be fixed only if the OPEs Oˆ 7
2
(Z1) Oˆ 7
2
(Z2) and
Oˆ4(Z1) Oˆ4(Z2) are calculated. A further study should determine these OPEs. These coupling
constants should vanish when N = 3 and c = 10
7
(or k = 1). See also the recent developements
[22, 23] where the approach 1 of [5] is used to fix the normalizations. They make the most
general ansatz for the OPEs of the currents with each other and solve the Jacobi identities
at the level of OPEs rather than modes.
The three-point functions with two scalars and a single conserved current of spins 2, 3 are
obtained. The new observation is that the conformal dimension and the three-point function
including the state (f ; f) or its complex conjugate representation behave nonzero eigenvalue
equation in the large N limit. This arises from the fact that the difference between the level
N + k for the diagonal WZW current and the level k for the first numerator WZW current is
given by N(= N +k−k). Recall that when the level for the second numerator WZW current
is equal to 1, the above difference leads to 1(= 1+k−k). Therefore, the previous light states
are no longer light and they participate in the nonzero states even in the large N limit.
It is not known what the spin contents are in the coset model (1.2). How do the extra
spin contents arise in addition to the spin contents in the minimal N = 1 super WN algebra?
In [12], the character technique was used to extract the spin contents for c = 4 eight fermion
model (i.e. k → ∞ limit with N = 3 in (1.2)). As a warmup, the analysis for N = 4 with
k → ∞ can be done. Finding the general N character technique will be an open problem.
This will be a generalization of the recent construction found in [14] because the spin contents
for the minimal N = 1 supersymmetric WN algebra are contained.
Compared to the N = 2 WN+1 algebra studied in [24, 23, 25], the OPE of the N = 1
lowest higher spin super current looks similar but the right hand side of (4.3) in the present
case does not contain the N = 1 lowest higher spin super current. Suppose that Wˆ (Z2)
can arise in the right hand side of (4.3). Then the super current Wˆ (Z2) can appear in
θ12
z3
12
-
term. However, due to the symmetry in Wˆ (Z1) Wˆ (Z2)(same fermionic super currents), after
reversing the arguments Z1 and Z2 and expanding around Z2, the same expression Wˆ (Z2)
will appear with an opposite sign. This suggests that the super current Wˆ (Z2) should vanish.
What about the OPEs Wˆ (Z1) Oˆ 7
2
(Z2) and Wˆ (Z1) Oˆ4′(Z2)? At the moment, one expects
that these OPEs can be expressed in terms of other N = 1 super currents (the explicit
calculations will be very complicated). In Appendix E, the two N = 1 super OPEs are
presented by replacing the k-dependent coefficient functions with the central charge when
N = 3. Note that the structure constant c
5
2
5
2
7
2
has a factor (7c − 10) in the present case and
those constant for the minimal N = 1 WN algebra was studied in [14]. One expects that this
structure constant will depend on both the central charge c and N and have still a factor
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(7c − 10) for general N . Furthermore, the new N = 1 higher spin currents should appear
when the spins of two super currents in the super OPE increase. It would be interesting to
determine the complete set of (super) currents for the coset (1.2). At the moment, it will be
very difficult to determine the field contents in terms of WZW currents but the generalization
of the character technique for general N can be used to determine the spin contents at least.
As described in the introduction, the N = 2 supersymmetric extension can arise for k = N
where the coset is given by
ŜU(N)N ⊕ ŜU(N)N
ŜU(N)2N
. (4.4)
It would be interesting to determine the N = 2 higher spin super currents as well as the N = 2
super stress energy tensor with spins-(1, 3
2
, 3
2
, 2). In this case, it is not clear how to take the
large N limit with fixed ’t Hooft coupling constant because the k dependence disappears and
the ’t Hooft coupling constant becomes λ = 1
2
[21]. In doing this, the first step is to construct
the N = 2 superconformal algebra realized by the WZW currents living in the coset (1.2)
with the substitution of k = N where c = N
2
−1
3
. The two independent spin-3
2
currents can be
obtained from two independent free fermions of spin-1
2
. Obviously, the U(1) spin 1 current in
the N = 2 superconformal algebra can be constructed from the product of these two fermions.
The next step is to determine the higher spin currents, (2, 5
2
, 5
2
, 3), · · · , (s, s+ 1
2
, s+ 1
2
, s+1), · · ·
in terms of WZW currents. The structure for N = 3 will be useful to determine the lower
N = 2 higher spin super currents in terms of the WZW currents living in this specific coset.
It would be interesting to see whether the recent findings with N = 1 supersymmetry in [14]
can arise in the coset model (4.4) or not. Although they have different supersymmetries, they
share the common ’t Hooft coupling constant λ = 1
2
. The first step in this direction is to
understand the precise relation between N = 2 W3 algebra and the N = 1 W3 algebra and
to see how the latter can be embedded in the former.
As described in [5], one of the levels is equal to 1 for the equivalence between the coset
construction and Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction and the triality in [2] is based on this particular
case. Because the coset model (1.2) in this paper has the second level N which is not equal to
1, it is not clear how to observe the isomorphism between these two constructions. It would
be interesting to study Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction for the more general coset model.
One application of the result of this paper is to analyze the N = 1 higher spin super
currents living in the coset model with orthogonal group. In particular, the holographic
minimal model with N = 1 supersymmetry is described in [26, 27] where the coset is expressed
as the orthogonal groups. In this case, although the second level of the numerator WZW
current is equal to 1, the spin-3
2
current is obtained. It would be interesting to construct the
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N = 1 higher spin super currents when the second level is given by the dual Coxeter number
of SO(2N). Similar analysis can be done in the context of [28, 29, 30, 31]. By applying to
the present methods, the construction of N = 1 higher spin currents when the second level
is given by the dual Coxeter number of SO(2N). Furthermore, it would be interesting to
determine the N = 2 higher spin currents by restricting the first level to the dual Coxeter
number of SO(2N) also.
The asymptotic symmetry (for the lowest super current) of the N = 1 higher spin AdS3
gravity can be read off from the two dimensional CFT results obtained thus far. The three-
point functions from the CFT computations should correspond to the three-point functions
in the AdS3 bulk theory. The bulk theory would have higher spin gauge symmetry in AdS3
string theory because the central charge in this coset model is proportional to N2 rather than
N . Furthermore, the light states in [1, 2, 3] are no longer light ones because the conformal
dimension of spin 2 for the state (f ; f) has finite value in the large N limit. It would be highly
nontrivial to find the AdS3 bulk string theory. One direction to find the AdS3 string theory
was described in the context of large N = 4 holography in [32, 33]. The two-dimensional
CFT has more supersymmetry and the extra transverse space (in type IIB string theory) has
a S1 factor. It would be interesting to see any relations between the coset model in this paper
and the coset model in [32].
Because there are fermionic currents including the spin-3
2
current (2.8), the three-point
functions with a bosonic operator, a fermionic operator (superpartner of scalar operator) and
a fermionic current can be constructed. It would be interesting to describe the fermionic
operators explicitly and see how to construct the corresponding three-point functions with
two fermionic operators and a single higher spin current with integer spin [34, 35].
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Appendix A The second-order pole in the OPEW (z)W (w)
and some expressions relevant to spin 4 field
In (2.11), to extract the primary spin 4 current, the second-order pole is needed to calculate.
Because this second order pole ofW (z) W (w) for the arbitrary levels (k1, k2) in the coset model
(1.2) was found in [15], the corresponding expression can be obtained by simply substituting
k1 = N and k2 = k into the primary spin 4 current in [15]. Each fourteen term with (2.17) is
presented as follows:
{Q Q}−2 = −18NQaQa − 54N(N2 − 4)Ja∂2Ja,
{Q QaKa}−2 = −6N(2dabcJaQbKc − 3(N2 − 4)∂2JaKa),
{Q JaSa}−2 = −6NQaSa,
{QaKa Q}−2 = −6N(2dabcJaQbKc − 3(N2 − 4)Ja∂2Ka),
{QaKa QbKb}−2 = dabcd
[
2
3
NJaJ bJcKd − 3NJaJ bKcKd
]
+dabedcde
[
−kJaJ bJcJd + 2NJaJ bKcKd
]
+
8(N2 − 4)
N2 + 1
JaJaJ bKb
−12(N
2 − 4)
(N2 + 1)
JaJaKbKb + 6k(N2 − 4)∂2JaJa + 8(N
2 − 4)(N2 + 2)
N2 + 1
fabcJa∂J bKc
−2N(N
2 − 4)(11N2 + 15)
3(N2 + 1)
∂2JaKa + 3N(N2 − 4)∂2KaKa + 6(N2 − 4)fabcJaKb∂Kc
−3N(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂Ja∂Ka − 6N(N2 − 4)Ja∂2Ka − 24(N
2 − 4)
(N2 + 1)
JaJ bKaKb,
{QaKa J bSb}−2 = −(N + 2k)dabcJaQbKc + 2NQaSa
−3NdabcJaKbSc + 3(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)∂2JaKa,
{QaKa S}−2 = −3(N + k)QaSa,
{JaSa Q}−2 = −6NQaSa,
{JaSa QbKb}−2 = −3NdabcKaSbJc + 2NQaSa − (N + 2k)dabcJaKbQc
+3(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)∂2KaJa,
{JaSa JaSa}−2 = dabcd
[
2
3
NKaKbKcJd − (N + 2k)KaKbJcJd
]
+dabedcde
[
−NKaKbKcKd + 2kKaKbJcJd
]
+
8(N2 − 4)
N2 + 1
KaKaKbJ b − 4(N
2 − 4)(N + 2k)
N(N2 + 1)
KaKaJ bJ b + 2(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)∂2KaKa
−2(N
2 − 4)(6k + 9N + 6kN2 + 5N3)
3(N2 + 1)
∂2KaJa
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+
1
N
(N2 − 4)k(N + 2k)∂2JaJa − (N + 2k)(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂Ka∂Ja
−2(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)Ka∂2Ja − 8(N
2 − 4)(N + 2k)
N(N2 + 1)
KaKbJaJ b
+
2(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)
N
fabcKaJ b∂Jc +
4(N2 − 4)(k + 3N + kN2 +N3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabcKa∂KbJc,
{JaSa S}−2 = −3(N + k)(2dabcKaSbJc − 1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)Ka∂2Ja),
{S QaKa}−2 = −3(N + k)QaSa,
{S JaSa}−2 = −3(N + k)(2dabcKaSbJc − 1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)∂2KaJa),
{S S}−2 = −9(N + k)SaSa − 9
N
(N + k)(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)Ka∂2Ka. (A.1)
Considering the above fourteen terms (A.1) with the relative coefficients in (2.9) appropriately
provides the complete expression for the second order pole of W (z) W (w).
For the calculation of W (4)(z) in (2.14), the following expression for T 2(z) (by inserting
k1 = N and k2 = k into Appendix (G.6) in [15]) is used
T 2(z) =
k2
16N2(2N + k)2
[
−4N∂2JaJa(z) + JaJaJ bJ b(z)
]
+
N2
4(N + k)2(2N + k)2
[
−2(k +N)∂2KaKa(z) +KaKaKbKb(z)
]
+
Nk
4N(N + k)(2N + k)2
JaJaKbKb(z)
+
1
(2N + k)2
[
JaKaJ bKb(z) +N∂2JaKa − N
2
∂2KaKa(z) + fabcJa∂KbKc(z)
− k
2
Ja∂2Ja(z)− fabcJa∂J bKc(z)
]
− N
2(N + k)(2N + k)2
[
JaKaKbKb(z)− (N + k)∂2JaKa(z)
+ J bKaKaKb(z)− (2N + k)Ja∂2Ka(z) + 2fabcJaKb∂Kc(z)
]
− k
4N(2N + k)2
[
JaKaJ bJ b(z)− 2NJa∂2Ka(z)
+ JaJaJ bKb(z)− 3N∂2JaKa(z) + 2fabcJa∂J bKc(z)
]
. (A.2)
The field G∂G(z) can be obtained from the following identities (again the rearrangement
lemma that appeared in (2.37) should be used)
(ψaJa)∂(ψbJ b) = ψaJa∂(ψbJ b)− N
2
ψa∂3ψa +
3
4
∂2JaJa − 9
4
∂(Ja∂Ja),
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(ψaJa)∂(ψbKb) = ψa∂ψbJaKb + ψaψbJa∂Kb − 3
4
∂2JaKa − 3
2
∂Ja∂Ka,
(ψaKa)∂(ψbJ b) = ψa∂ψbJ bKa + ψaψb∂J bKa − 3
2
∂Ja∂Ka − 3
4
Ja∂2Ka,
(ψaKa)∂(ψbKb) = ψaψbKa∂Kb + ψa∂ψbKaKb +
1
3
kψa∂3ψa − 1
2
fabcψa∂2ψbKc
+
1
2
∂Ja∂Ka − 1
4
∂2KaKa − 1
2
∂Ka∂Ka +
1
2
∂2JaKa
+
k
2
∂ψa∂2ψa, (A.3)
and it is expressed as
G∂G(z) =
2k2
9N(k +N)(k + 2N)
[
ψaJa∂(ψbJ b)− N
2
ψa∂3ψa +
3
4
∂2JaJa − 9
4
∂(Ja∂Ja)
− 3N
k
(
ψa∂ψbJaKb + ψaψbJa∂Kb − 3
4
∂2JaKa − 3
2
∂Ja∂Ka
+ ψa∂ψbJ bKa + ψaψb∂J bKa − 3
2
∂Ja∂Ka − 3
4
Ja∂2Ka
)
+
9N2
k2
(
ψaψbKa∂Kb
+ ψa∂ψbKaKb +
1
3
kψa∂3ψa − 1
2
fabcψa∂2ψbKc +
1
2
∂Ja∂Ka
− 1
4
∂2KaKa − 1
2
∂Ka∂Ka +
1
2
∂2JaKa +
k
2
∂ψa∂2ψa
)]
. (A.4)
As noticed in the footnote 3, the first five terms in (2.14) can be expressed as [11]
dabcdJaJ bJcJd(z) = 3dabedcdeJaJ bJcJd(z)− 12(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
JaJaJ bJ b(z)
−3(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂Ja∂Ja(z) +
2(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂2JaJa(z),
dabcdJaJ bJcKd(z) = 3dabcJaQbKc(z)− 12(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
JaJ bJ bKa(z)
+
2(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabc∂JaJ bKc(z)− (N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabcJa∂J bKc(z),
dabcdJaJ bKcKd(z) = 2dacedbdeJaJ bKcKd(z) + dabcJaJ bSc(z)
−(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabcJaJ b∂Kc(z)− 4(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
[
2JaJ bKaKb(z) + JaJaKbKb(z)
]
,
dabcdJaKbKcKd(z) = 3dabcJaKbSc(z)− 12(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
JaKaKbKb(z)
+
2(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabcJa∂KbKc(z)− (N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N(N2 + 1)
fabcJaKb∂Kc(z),
dabcdKaKbKcKd(z) = 3dabedcdeKaKbKcKd(z)− 12(N
2 − 4)
N(N2 + 1)
KaKaKbKb(z)
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−3(N
2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂Ka∂Ka(z) +
2(N2 − 4)(N2 − 3)
N2 + 1
∂2KaKa(z). (A.5)
The explicit coefficient functions, which depend on N and k, in (2.14) can be read off from
the results [15]
c1 = −k(1 +N
2)(−5k2 − 15kN − 8N2 + k2N2 + 3kN3)
4(−4 +N2)N(k + 2N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c2 = −2(1 +N
2)(−36k3 − 201k2N − 215kN2 + 20k3N2 − 40N3 + 85k2N3 + 75kN4)
9(−4 +N2)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c3 =
N
(−4 +N2)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N) ,
c4 =
2N(1 +N2)(−25k2 − 107kN − 72N2 + 5k2N2 + 15kN3)
3(−4 +N2)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c5 = −N(1 +N
2)(−5k2 − 15kN − 8N2 + k2N2 + 3kN3)
2(−4 +N2)(k +N)(k + 2N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c6 ≡ n1
d1
,
n1 = k(−162k3 − 657k2N − 849kN2 − 12k3N2 − 312N3 − 114k2N3 − 218kN4
+ 14k3N4 − 136N5 + 67k2N5 + 75kN6),
d1 = 6(−4 +N2)N(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k),
c7 ≡ n2
d2
,
n2 = 4(99k
3 + 309k2N + 332kN2 − 32k3N2 + 112N3 − 142k2N3 − 194kN4
+ 5k3N4 − 64N5 + 25k2N5 + 30kN6),
d2 = 3(−4 +N2)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k),
c8 =
2N
3(−4 +N2)(2k +N)(2k + 5N) ,
c9 ≡ n3
d3
,
n3 = −4N(−25k3 − 295k2N − 652kN2 − 20k3N2 − 432N3 − 66k2N3 − 10kN4
+ 5k3N4 + 96N5 + 25k2N5 + 30kN6),
d3 = (−4 +N2)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k),
c10 ≡ n4
d4
,
n4 = 3N(−10k4 − 60k3N − 177k2N2 − 8k4N2 − 261kN3 − 48k3N3 − 152N4
− 86k2N4 + 2k4N4 − 42kN5 + 12k3N5 + 24N6 + 23k2N6 + 15kN7),
d4 = (−4 +N2)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k),
c11 = −k(−27k
2 − 57kN − 24N2 + 7k2N2 + 13kN3)
N2(k + 2N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
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c12 = −8(36k
3 + 51k2N − 35kN2 − 4k3N2 − 40N3 + k2N3 + 15kN4)
3N(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c13 = −4(−31k
2 − 97kN − 88N2 + 3k2N2 + 5kN3)
(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(1 +N2)D(N, k)
,
c14 =
8(−25k2 − 155kN − 192N2 + 5k2N2 + 31kN3 + 40N4)
(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c15 = −2(−15k
2 − 45kN − 48N2 + 3k2N2 + 9kN3 + 8N4)
(k +N)(k + 2N)(−3 +N2)D(N, k) ,
c16 =
2(−63k3 − 348k2N − 517kN2 + 19k3N2 − 200N3 + 92k2N3 + 105kN4)
9(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)D(N, k)
,
c17 ≡ n5
d5
,
n5 = −2(−15k3 − 24k2N + 39kN2 − 12k3N2 + 72N3 − 78k2N3 − 150kN4
+ 3k3N4 − 104N5 + 14k2N5 + 15kN6),
d5 = (k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(1 +N
2)D(N, k),
c18 =
2(k + 3N)(−15k2 − 25kN − 8N2 + 3k2N2 + 5kN3)
3(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)D(N, k)
,
c19 = −8(−23k
2 − 61kN − 48N2 + 11k2N2 + 41kN3 + 40N4)
(k + 2N)(2k + 5N)(1 +N2)D(N, k)
,
D(N, k) ≡ (39k2 + 117kN + 88N2 + 5k2N2 + 15kN3). (A.6)
The large N limit with fixed ’t Hooft coupling constant λ in (3.2) provides the following
limiting values on the coefficient functions
c1 → (−1 + λ)
20N3(1 + λ)
, c2 → − 2λ(4 + λ)
9N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c3 → λ
2
N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c4 → 2λ
2
3N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c5 → − λ
2
10N3(1 + λ)
, c6 → − (−1 + λ)(14 + 11λ)
30N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c7 → 4λ
3N3(2 + 3λ)
, c8 → − 2λ
2
3N3(−2 + λ)(2 + 3λ) ,
c9 → 4λ
2
N3(−2 + λ)(2 + 3λ) , c10 → −
3λ2 (2 + 2λ+ λ2)
5N3(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ) ,
c11 → (−1 + λ)(7 + 6λ)
5N4(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)
, c12 → − 8λ (−4 + 9λ+ 10λ
2)
15N4(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c13 → − 4λ
2(3 + 2λ)
5N4(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c14 → − 8λ
2 (5 + 21λ+ 14λ2)
5N4(−1 + λ)(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ) ,
c15 → 2λ
2 (3 + 3λ+ 2λ2)
5N4(−1 + λ)(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ) , c16 →
2λ(19 + 16λ)
45N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
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c17 → − 2λ(3 + 2λ)
5N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c18 → 2λ(3 + 2λ)
15N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c19 → 8λ
2 (11 + 19λ+ 10λ2)
5N4(−1 + λ)(1 + λ)(1 + 2λ)(2 + 3λ) . (A.7)
Because the coset model (1.2) in this paper is different from that in [15], some of the missing
terms in [15] can survive in (A.7): two terms with coefficients c5 and c10. The terms with
the coefficients, c11, c12, c13, c14, c15 and c19 do not contribute to the final eigenvalue equation
because the 1
N
behavior of those terms is suppressed.
Appendix B The second-order pole in the OPE U(z) W (w)
and other expression relevant to spin 72 field
Let us describe the second-order singular terms in the OPE U(z) W (w). They come from the
following 11 OPEs.
{ψaQa Q}−2 = −5Ndabc(ψaJ b)Qc − 5NdabcdcdeJa(ψdJe)J b
−5NdabcdcdeJaJ bψdJe, (B.1)
{ψaQa QbKb}−2 = −5Ndabcdcde(ψaJ b)JdKe − 5NdabcdcdeJaψdJeKb, (B.2)
{ψaQa J bSb}−2 = −5NdabcψaJ bSc, (B.3)
{ψaRa Q}−2 = dabcddef
[
f dagf egh(ψhJ bKc)Jf − f dagf eghfhbi∂(ψiKc)Jf
+f dagf fghJeψhJ bKc − f dagf fghfhbiJe∂(ψiKc) + f eagf fghJdψhJ bKc
−f eagf fghfhbiJd∂(ψiKc) + f eagf gbhJd(ψhKc)Jf + f fagf gbhJdJeψhKc
+f dagf gbh(ψhKc)(JeJf ) + f dagf ebh(ψgJhKc)Jf +Nf dagδeb∂(ψgKc)Jf
+f dagf fbhJe(ψgJhKc) +Nf dagδfbJe∂(ψgKc)−Nδbd(ψaKc)(JeJf )
−NδbeJd(ψaKc)Jf −NδbfJdJeψaKc +Nf eagδbfJd∂(ψgKc) + f eagf fbhJdψgJhKc
+f ebhf faiJdψiJhKc + f ebhf fhiJdψaJ iKc + f dbgf eah(ψhJgKc)Jf
+f dbgf egh(ψaJhKc)Jf + f dbgf fahJeψhJgKc + f dbgf fghJeψaJhKc
]
, (B.4)
{ψaRa QbKb}−2 = dabcddef
[
−kδfc(ψaJ b)(JdJe) + f fcgf dah(ψhJ bKg)Je
−f fcgf dahfhbi(∂(ψiKg))Je + f fcgf eahJdψhJ bKg − f fcgf eahfhbiJd∂(ψiKg)
+f eagf fghKdψhJ bKc − f eagf fghfhbiKd∂(ψiKc) + f eagf gbhKd(ψhKc)Jf
+f fagf gbhKdJeψhKc + f fcgf dbh(ψaJhKg)Je +Nf fcgδdb∂(ψaKg)Je
+f fcgf ebhJdψaJhKg +Nf fcgδebJd∂(ψaKg)−NδbeKd(ψaKc)Jf −NδbfKdJeψaKc
+Nf eagδbfKd∂(ψgKc) + f eagf fbhKdψgJhKc + f ebhf faiKdψiJhKc
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+f ebhf fhiKdψaJ iKc
]
, (B.5)
{ψaRa J bSb}−2 = dabcddef
[
f dagf ech(ψgJ bKh)Kf + f dagf fchKeψgJ bKh
−kδecJdψaJ bKf + f ecgf fghJdψaJ bKh − kδfcJdKeψaJ b + f dagf gbh(ψhKc)(KeKf)
−Nδbd(ψaKc)(KeKf ) + f dbgf ech(ψaJgKh)Kf + f dbgf fchKeψaJgKh
]
, (B.6)
{ψaRa S}−2 = dabcddef
[
−kδdc(ψaJ b)(KeKf) + f dcgf egh(ψaJ bKh)Kf
+f fghf dcgKeψaJ bKh − kδecKdψaJ bKf + f ecgf fghKdψaJ bKh − kδfcKdKeψaJ b
]
,(B.7)
{ψaSa Q}−2 = dabcddef
[
f dagf egh(ψhKbKc)Jf + f dagf fghJeψhKbKc
+f eagf fghJdψhKbKc
]
, (B.8)
{ψaSa QbKb}−2 = dabcddef
[
−(N + 2k)δcd(ψaKb)(JeJf ) + f dgaf egi(ψiKbKc)Jf
+f dgaf fgiJeψiKbKc + f eagf fghKdψhKbKc
]
, (B.9)
{ψaSa J bSb}−2 = −dabcddeff dag
[
−f ebh(ψgKhKc)Kf − f ech(ψgKbKh)Kf
−kδec∂(ψgKb)Kf + f ebhfhci∂(ψgKi)Kf − f fbhKeψgKhKc − f fchKeψgKbKh
−kδbfKe∂(ψgKc)− kδfcKe∂(ψgKb) + f fbhfhciKe∂(ψgKi)− kδbe∂(ψgKc)Kf
]
+
k
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)Ja∂2ψa + 2
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)fabcJa∂(ψbKc)
−NdabcJaψbSc − 2(N + 2k)dabcdcdeJaψdKbKe, (B.10)
{ψaSa S}−2 = −(N + 2k)dabcdcde(ψaKb)(KdKe)− dgbcddeff dag
[
−f ebh(ψaKhKc)Kf
−f ech(ψaKbKh)Kf − kδbe∂(ψaKc)Kf − kδec∂(ψaKb)Kf + f ebhfhci∂(ψaKi)Kf
−f fbhKeψaKhKc − f fchKeψaKbKh − kδbfKe∂(ψaKc)− kδfcKe∂(ψaKb)
+f fbhfhciKe∂(ψaKi)
]
+
k
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)Ka∂2ψa + 2
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)fabcKa∂(ψbKc)
−NdabcKaψbSc − 2(N + 2k)dabcdcdeKdψaKeKb. (B.11)
The following identity, which can be used in (B.2), is obtained, by moving the field Jd to the
left,
dabcdcde(ψaJ b)JdKe = dabcdcdeJaψdJeKb − 2(N2 − 4)∂2ψaKa. (B.12)
The nonderivative first term of (B.12) will be contributed to the c3-term in (2.26) by moving
ψd to the left. The second term of (B.2) should be rearranged to obtain the final expression.
In (B.3), no rearrangement is needed because the field Sc(z) does not contain ψa(z) or J b(z)
from (2.17). In order to simplify the expression (B.4) further, one uses the identity
dadbf becf cfa = −Nddef ,
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fhaedebff fcgdgdh =
N
2
(dacedbde − dadedbce)− N
2
dabedcde, (B.13)
which will be used continually in this paper. The normal ordered products, using the previous
method, are expressed as
dabc(ψaRb)Jc = dabcψaJ bRc − (N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa),
fabc∂(ψaKb)Jc = −N∂2(ψaKa) + fabcJa∂(ψbKc),
ddefdcehJd(ψhKc)Jf = ddefdcehJdJfψhKc +
N2 − 4
N
fabcJa∂(ψbKc),
dabc(ψaKb)Qc = dabcψaKbQc + 2(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ka − (N2 − 4)ψa∂2Ka,
dabcddeff ebhf dag(ψgJhKc)Jf = N(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa)− N
2
dabcdcdeJdJ bψaKe
+
N
2
dabcdcdeJ bJdψaKe +
N
2
dabcdcdeJdJeψaKb,
dabcddeff dbgf eah(ψhJgKc)Jf = N(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa)− N
2
dabcdcdeJdJaψbKe
+
N
2
dabcdcdeJdJaψeKb +
N
2
dabcdcdeJaJ bψdKe. (B.14)
The first, second, seventh, ninth, tenth and twenty first terms of (B.4) are related to the first,
second, third, fourth, and fifth equation of (B.14), respectively. Partial results are presented
due to the space of this paper. Other terms, which were not presented here should be further
rearranged to arrive at the final expression. As noticed previously, the nonderivative term of
first equation in (B.14) will contribute to c3-term of (2.26), the nonderivative term of third
and fourth equations in (B.14) will be combined to c5-term of (2.26). The ψ
a appearing in
the nonderivative terms in the fifth and sixth equations of (B.14) should be moved to the left.
The nontrivial normal ordered products in (B.5) can be expressed as
dabcddeff fcgf dah(ψhJ bKg)Je = −N
2
dabcdcdeJdJeψaKb +
N
2
dabcdcdeJ bJdψeKa
+
N
2
dabcdcdeJdJaψeKb + 2N(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ka
− (N2 − 4)fabcJa∂(ψbKc)− 2N(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa),
ddefdcehKd(ψhKc)Jf = ddefdcehKdJfψhKc +
N2 − 4
N
fabcKa∂(ψbKc),
dabcddeff dbhf fcg(ψaJhKg)Je = −2N(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ka + (N2 − 4)fabcJa∂(ψbKc)
− N
2
dabcdcdeJdJaψeKb +
N
2
dabcdcdeJaJdψeKb
+
N
2
dabcdcdeJdJeψaKb,
dabcddbfKd(ψaKc)Jf = dabcdcdeJdψaKeKb +
N2 − 4
N
fabcKa∂(ψbKc). (B.15)
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The second, eighth, tenth, and fourteenth terms of (B.5) are related to the first, second, third,
and fourth equation of (B.15), respectively. The c1-term of (2.26) arises from the first term of
(B.5) and the second and fourth equations of (B.15) contribute to the c6-term of (2.26). The
c3-term of (2.26) can be obtained from the third equation of (B.15). The c2-term can be seen
from the last term of (B.5). All the ψa field appearing to the right of J b in (B.15) should be
moved to the left.
Similarly, the normal ordered products in (B.6) can be expressed as
dabcddeff dagf ech(ψgJ bKh)Kf = −N
2
dabcdcdeψaJdKeKb +
N
2
dabcdcdeψaJdKbKe
+
N
2
dabcdcdeψaJ bKdKe,
dabc(ψaKb)Sc = dabcψaKbSc − 1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)∂2ψaKa,
dabcddeff dbgf ech(ψaJgKh)Kf =
N
2
dabcdcdeψdJaKeKb − N
2
dabcdcdeψdJaKbKe
− N
2
dabcdcdeψaJ bKdKe. (B.16)
The first, sixth and eighth terms of (B.6) are related to the first, second, and third equation
of (B.16), respectively. The nonderivative term of the first equation in (B.16) appears in the
c2-, c6-terms of (2.26) and the second equation of (B.16) contributes to the c4-term of (2.26).
The normal ordered products in (B.7) and (B.8) are expressed as
dabcdfch(ψaJ bKh)Kf = dabcdcdeψaJ bKdKe, (B.17)
coming from the second term of (B.7) and
dabcdfah(ψhKbKc)Jf = dabcdcdeψdJeKaKb, (B.18)
coming from the first term of (B.8), respectively. These two expressions play the role of
c2-term in (2.26).
The following OPEs can be seen from (B.9)
dabc(ψaKb)Qc = dabcdcdeψaJdJeKb + 2(N2 − 4)∂ψa∂Ka
− (N2 − 4)ψa∂2Ka,
dfgjdghi(ψjKhKi)Jf = dabcdcdeJaψbKdKe. (B.19)
The first and second terms of (B.9) are related to the first and second equations of (B.19),
respectively. Note that the last expression of (B.19) goes to the c2-term of (2.26) whileas
the first relation of (B.19) provides the c5-term of (2.26). The third, and last terms of (B.9)
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contribute to the c2-, c4-terms of (2.26), respectively. The ψ
b in the last equation of (B.19)
should be moved to the left.
In (B.10), the following OPE is used
Sa(z)Sb(w) =
1
(z − w)4
2
N
(N2 − 4)k(N + 2k)δab − 1
(z − w)3
2
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)fabcKc(w)
− 1
(z − w)2
[
NdabcSc(w) + 2(N + 2k)dacedbdeKcKd(w)
]
+
1
(z − w)
[
−(N + 2k)dacedbde∂KcKd(w) + facedbcdSeKd(w) + fadedbcdKcSe(w)
− (N + 2k)dacedbdeKd∂Kc(w)
]
+ · · · . (B.20)
The normal ordered products in (B.10) are expressed as
dabcddeff dagf ebh(ψgKhKc)Kf = −(N + k)(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa) + (N2 − 4)fabc∂(ψaKbKc)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKbKe +
N
2
dabcdcdeψaKbKdKe
+
N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKeKb,
dabcddeff dagf ech(ψgKbKh)Kf = −(N2 − 4)fabc∂(ψaKbKc)− k(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKeKb +
N
2
dabcdcdeψaKbKdKe
+
N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKbKe,
fabc∂(ψaKb)Kc = N∂2(ψaKa) + fabcKa∂(ψbKc). (B.21)
The first, second, and third terms of (B.10) are related to the first, second and third equation
of (B.21), respectively. The nonderivative term of the first equation in (B.21) appears in c4-
term of (2.26). The c6-term of (2.26) is obtained from the last term of (B.10) by rearranging
the fields. Moreover, the c2-term of (2.26) can be obtained from the last line of (B.10).
In (B.11), the normal ordered products are simplified as follows:
ddefdgbcf dagf ebh(ψaKhKc)Kf =
N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKbKe − N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKeKb
− N
2
dabcdcdeψaKbKdKe − (N2 − 4)fabc∂(ψaKbKc)
+ (N + k)(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa),
ddefdgbcf dagf ech(ψaKbKh)Kf = k(N2 − 4)∂2(ψaKa) + N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKeKb
− N
2
dabcdcdeψaKdKbKe − N
2
dabcdcdeψaKbKdKe
+ (N2 − 4)fabc∂(ψaKbKc),
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dabc(ψaKb)Sc = dabcdcdeψaKbKdKe
− 1
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)∂2ψaKa. (B.22)
The second, third, and first terms of (B.11) are related to the first, second, and third equation
of (B.22), respectively. The c4-term of (2.26) is obtained from the above nonderivative terms
in (B.22).
Therefore, collecting all the nontrivial terms in (B.1)-(B.11) using the extra rearragements
for the composite fields described previously with (B.13), (B.17), (B.18) and (B.20), the final
second-order pole of the OPE U(z) W (w) is presented as (2.26). The nonderivative terms
can be seen easily and the derivative terms are collected from various places.
To express GT (w) with (2.6) and (2.8) explicitly, the following identities are needed
(ψaJa)(J bJ b) = ψaJaJ bJ b +Nψa∂2Ja − 6N∂2ψaJa,
(ψaJa)(J bKb) = ψaJaJ bKb + 2fabcψa∂J bKc − 3
2
N∂2ψaKa,
(ψaKa)(J bJ b) = ψaJ bJ bKa + 2N∂ψa∂Ka −Nψa∂2Ka,
(ψaKa)(J bKb) = ψaJ bKaKb − fabcψa∂J bKc − fabcψaKb∂Kc
− k
2
∂2ψaJa +Nψa∂2Ka,
(ψaKa)(KbKb) = ψaKaKbKb − (N + k)∂2ψaKa, (B.23)
where the rearrangement lemma (A.15) of [36].
The large N limit with fixed λ in (3.2) for the coefficient functions in (2.26) leads to
c1 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
4
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c2 → (−6 + λ)λ
2
√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)√1 + λ(2 + 3λ) ,
c3 → 5(−2 + λ)λ
4
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c4 → 8λ
3
√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)√1 + λ(2 + 3λ) ,
c5 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c6 → 4λ
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
c7 → (−1 + λ)(6 + 5λ)
8
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c8 → (−1 + λ)(10 + 3λ)
8
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
c9 → 4λ
2
√
3N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c10 → λ(10 + 3λ)
2
√
3N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
c11 → λ(2 + λ)√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c12 → (−2 + λ)λ√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
c13 → λ(2 + 7λ)
2
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
. (B.24)
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Then by counting the N behavior from (B.24), the zero mode eigenvalue equation can be
analyzed once the superpartners of scalar fields are found.
Appendix C The first-order pole in the OPE U(z) W (w)
and coefficient functions of spin 9
2
field
As in previous Appendix B, the first-order pole of U(z) W (w) can be derived
{ψaQa Q}−1 = −5Ndabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)(JdJe)− 5NdabcdcdeJa∂(ψdJe)J b
−5NdabcdcdeJaJ b∂(ψdJe), (C.1)
{ψaQa QbKb}−1 = −5NdabcdcdeKa∂(ψdJe)J b − 5NdabcdcdeKaJ b∂(ψdJe), (C.2)
{ψaQa J bSb}−1 = −5Ndabcdcde∂(ψaJ b)KdKe, (C.3)
{ψaRa Q}−1 = dabcddef
[
f dagf gbh∂(ψhKc)(JeJf )−Nδbd∂(ψaKc)(JeJf )
−f dag(ψgJ bKc)(JeJf)− f dbg(ψaJgKc)(JeJf)− f eahJd((ψhJ bKc)Jf )
+f eahfhbiJd(∂(ψiKc)Jf )− f ebhJd((ψaJhKc)Jf)−NδebJd(∂(ψaKc)Jf )
−f fahJdJeψhJ bKc + f fahfhbiJdJe∂(ψiKc)− f fbhJdJeψaJhKc
−NδfbJdJe∂(ψaKc)
]
, (C.4)
{ψaRa QbKb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−kδfc∂(ψaJ b)(JdJe)− f fcg(ψaJ bKg)(JdJe)
−f eahKd((ψhJ bKc)Jf ) + f eahfhbiKd(∂(ψiKc)Jf)− f ebhKd((ψaJhKc)Jf )
−NδebKd(∂(ψaKc)Jf )
−f fahKdJeψhJ bKc + f fahfhbiKdJe∂(ψiKc)− f fbhKdJeψaJhKc
−NδfbKdJe∂(ψaKc)
]
, (C.5)
{ψaRa J bSb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−f dag(ψgJ bKc)(KeKf) + f dagf gbh∂(ψhKc)(KeKf)
−Nδbd∂(ψaKc)(KeKf )− f dbg(ψaJgKc)(KeKf )− kδecJd∂(ψaJ b)Kf
−f ecgJd(ψaJ bKg)Kf − kδfcJdKe∂(ψaJ b)− f fcgJdKeψaJ bKg
]
, (C.6)
{ψaRa S}−1 = dabcddef
[
−kδdc∂(ψaJ b)(KeKf)− f dcg(ψaJ bKg)(KeKf)
−kδecKd∂(ψaJ b)Kf − f ecgKd(ψaJ bKg)Kf − kδfcKdKe∂(ψaJ b)
−f fcgKdKeψaJ bKg
]
, (C.7)
{ψaSa Q}−1 = dabcddef
[
−f dag(ψgKbKc)(JeJf)− f eagJd(ψgKbKc)Jf
−f fagJdJe(ψgKbKc)
]
, (C.8)
{ψaSa QbKb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−(N + 2k)∂(ψaKb)(JdJe)− f fga(ψgKbKc)(JdJe)
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−f dagKf (ψgKbKc)Je − f eagKfJd(ψgKbKc)
]
, (C.9)
{ψaSa J bSb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−f dag(ψgKbKc)(KeKf )− (N + 2k)δcdJd∂(ψaKb)Kf
−f egaJd(ψgKbKc)Kf − (N + 2k)δcdJdKe∂(ψaKb)− f fgaJdKe(ψgKbKc)
]
, (C.10)
{ψaSa S}−1 = dabcddef
[
−(N + 2k)δcd∂(ψaKb)(KeKf)− f dga(ψgKbKc)(KeKf)
−(N + 2k)δcdKd∂(ψaKb)Kf − f egaKd(ψgKbKc)Kf − (N + 2k)δcdKdKe∂(ψaKb)
− f fgaKdKeψgKbKc
]
. (C.11)
The second relation of (2.30) determines the following normal ordered product in (C.2)
dabcdcdeKa∂(ψdJe)J b = −2
3
(N2 − 4)Ka∂3ψa + dabcdcdeKaJ b∂(ψdJe). (C.12)
The Ka in (C.12) can be moved to the right easily. No normal ordering procedure in (C.3) is
needed.
The normal ordered products appearing in (C.4) are summarized as
dabc(∂(ψaKb))Qc = dabc∂ψaKbQc + dabcψa∂KbQc + (N2 − 4)∂ψa∂2Ka
− 1
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3Ka,
dabcddeff eahJd(ψhJ bKc)Jf = dabcddeff eahJdJfψhJ bKc + (N2 − 4)fabcJa∂2(ψbKc)
+
1
2
NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψeJaKb)− 1
2
NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψaJeKb)
+
1
2
NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψaJ bKe),
dabcddeff ebhJd(ψaJhKc)Jf =
1
2
NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψbJaKe) +
1
2
NdabcdcdeJ b∂(ψdJaKe)
− 1
2
NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψeJaKb) + dabcddeff ebhJdJfψaJhKc,
dabcddeff eahfhbiJd∂(ψiKc)Jf = −1
2
(N2 − 4)fabcJa∂2(ψbKc)−NdabcdcdeJaJ b∂(ψdKe),
dabcddefδebJd∂(ψaKc)Jf =
N2 − 4
2N
fabcJa∂2(ψbKc) + dabcdcdeJdJe∂(ψaKb),
dabcddeff dag(ψgJ bKc)(JeJf) = 5(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂J b∂Kc + 2NdabcdcdeψdJeJa∂Kb
− 2(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψaJ b∂Kc −NdabcψaQb∂Kc
− 4
3
N(N2 − 4)ψa∂3Ka + dabcf dag(ψgJ b)KcQd,
dabcdcde(ψbJd)Ja∂Ke = dabcdcdeψbJdJa∂Ke − N
2 − 4
N
fabcψa∂J b∂Kc
− (N2 − 4)∂2ψa∂Ka,
dabcddeff dbg(ψaJgKc)(JeJf) = dabcf dag(ψbJg)KcQd − 2(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψaJ b∂Kc
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+ NdabcdcdeψbJdJa∂Ke −NdabcdcdeψdJ bJa∂Ke
− NdabcdcdeψdJeJa∂Kb + 2NdabcψaQb∂Kc
− 2(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂J b∂Kc. (C.13)
The first, fifth, seventh, sixth, eighth, third, and fourth terms of (C.4) are related to the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth equation of (C.13), respectively. The c1-, c2-,
c3-, and c4-terms of (2.31) can be obtained from the second, third, sixth, and last equations
of (C.13), respectively. Further rearrangement for the fields is needed. In particular, the last
equation of (C.13): dabcf dag(ψbJg)KcQd(z) 6.
The following normal ordered products from (C.5) are obtained
dabcddeff fcg(ψaJ bKg)(JdJe) = 4(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψaJ b∂Kc − 3(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂J b∂Kc
+
4
3
N(N2 − 4)ψa∂3Ka −NdabcdcdeψdJ bJe∂Ka
− NdabcdcdeψdJeJ b∂Ka + dabcddeff fcg(ψaJ b)KgJdJe,
dabcddeff eahKd(ψhJ bKc)Jf = dabcddeff eahJfψhJ bKdKc + (N2 − 4)fabcKa∂2(ψbKc)
+
N
2
dabcdcdeKd∂(ψeJaKb)− N
2
dabcdcdeKd∂(ψaJeKb)
+
N
2
dabcdcdeKd∂(ψaJ bKe),
dabcddeff ebhKd(ψaJhKc)Jf = dabcddeff ebhJfψaJhKdKc +
N
2
dabcdcdeKd∂(ψbJaKe)
+
N
2
dabcdcdeKb∂(ψdJaKe)− N
2
dabcdcdeKd∂(ψeJaKb),
dabcddeff eahfhbiKd∂(ψiKc)Jf = −1
2
(N2 − 4)fabcKa∂2(ψbKc)−NdabcdcdeKaJ b∂(ψdKe),
dabcddefδebKd(∂(ψaKc)Jf ) =
N2 − 4
2N
fabcKa∂2(ψbKc) + dabcdcdeKdJe∂(ψaKb). (C.14)
The second, third, fifth, fourth and sixth terms of (C.5) are related to the first, second,
third, fourth, fifth equations of (C.14), respectively. The c6-, and c7-terms of (2.31) can
be obtained from the second, and third equations of (C.14), respectively. The product
fabcdcdeψdJeQaKb(z) can be expressed as c1- and c4-terms of (2.31) using the Jacobi identity.
The expression in (C.6) can be simplified as
dabcddeff dag(ψgJ bKc)(KeKf) = dabcddeff dagψgJ bKcKeKf −Ndabc∂(ψaJ b)Sc,
dabcddeff dbg(ψaJgKc)(KeKf) = dabcddeff dbgψaJgKcKeKf −Ndabc∂(ψaJ b)Sc,
6This becomes dabcfdag(ψbJg)KcQd(z) = fdagdabcψbJgQdKc(z) − 2(N2 − 4)fabc∂(∂ψaJb)Kc(z) +
NdabcdcdeψbJd∂JaKe(z)− (N2−4)fabcψa∂2JbKc(z)−NdbcdcdeψdJb∂JaKe(z)−NdabcdcdeψaJb∂JdKe(z)+
2Ndabc∂ψaQbKc(z) + 32 (N
2 − 4)fabc∂2ψaJbKc(z).
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dabcddeff gbhf dag∂(ψhKc)(KeKf) = −Ndabc∂ψaKbSc −Ndabcψa∂KbSc
+
1
3
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)∂3ψaKa,
dabcddeff ecgJd(ψaJ bKg)Kf = dabcddeff ecgJdψaJ bKfKg
+ NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψaJ bKe). (C.15)
The first, fourth, second, and sixth terms of (C.6) are related to the first, second, third and
fourth equation of (C.15), respectively. The c8- and c10-terms of (2.31) can be obtained from
the first, second, and last equations of (C.15), respectively. Further rearrangement should be
done when ψa is located to the right of J b in (C.15). The product dabcddeff ecgψaJdJ bKfKg(z)
can be expressed as c6- and c7-terms of (2.31) using the Jacobi identity.
Similarly, the normal ordered products in (C.7) can be reduced to
dabcddeff dcg(ψaJ bKg)(KeKf ) = dabcddeff dcgψaJ bKgKeKf + 2Ndabc∂(ψaJ b)Sc,
dabcddeff ecgKd(ψaJ bKg)Kf = dabcddeff ecgψaJ bKdKfKg
+ NdabcdcdeKd∂(ψaJ bKe). (C.16)
The second and fourth terms of (C.7) are related to the first and second equation of (C.16), re-
spectively. The c8-, c9-, and c13-terms of (2.31) can be obtained from the first and second equa-
tions of (C.16), respectively. Note that the normal ordered product dabcddeff dcgψaJ bKgKeKf(z)
can be expressed as c8- and c9-terms of (2.31) using the Jacobi identity.
For the normal ordered products in (C.8), the rearrangement can be made as follows:
dabcddeff dag(ψgKbKc)(JeJf) = dabcddeff dagψgKbKcJeJf + 2NdabcdcdeψdJe∂(KaKb),
dabcddeff eagJd(ψgKbKc)Jf = dabcddeff eagJdJfψgKbKc +NdabcdcdeJd∂(ψeKaKb).
The c10-term of (2.31) can be obtained from these two equations by moving the field ψ
g to
the left.
The expression in (C.9) leads to
dabc∂(ψaKb)Qc = dabc∂ψaKbQc + dabcψa∂KbQc (C.17)
+ (N2 − 4)∂ψa∂2Ka − 1
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3Ka,
ddeff fagdghi(ψaKhKi)(JdJe) = ddeff fagdghiψaJdJeKhKi − 2NdabcdcdeψdJe∂(KaKb),
dabcddeff dagKf (ψgKbKc)Je = dabcddeff dagKfJeψgKbKc +NdabcdcdeKd∂(ψeKaKb).
The second, and third equations provide the c8-, c10-terms of (2.31), respectively.
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The following simplications are applied to the normal ordered products in (C.10)
dabcddeff dag(ψgKbKc)(KeKf) = f dagdabcddefψg(KbKc)KeKf +
2
3
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)∂3ψaKa
+ (N + 2k)(N2 − 4)∂2ψa∂Ka
+
1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψa∂KbKc
− Ndabc∂ψaSbKc −Ndabc∂ψaKbSc
− 1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψaKb∂Kc,
ddefdeagJd∂(ψaKg)Kf = ddefdeagJdKf∂(ψaKg)− k
3N
(N2 − 4)Ja∂3ψa
− N
2 − 4
2N
fabcJa∂2(ψbKc),
ddeff eagdghiJd(ψaKhKi)Kf = ddeff eagdghiJdψaKhKiKf
− 1
2N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)fabcJa∂2(ψbKc)
+ NdabcJa∂(ψbSc). (C.18)
The nonderivative terms of first and third equations provide the c8-, c14-terms of (2.31),
respectively. Further rearrangement is needed. For example, the first equation of (C.18). All
the ψa located at the right hand side of J b should be moved to the left to obtain the final
expression of (2.31).
Finally, the following normal ordered products in (C.11) are obtained
ddefdeagKd∂(ψaKg)Kf = ddefdeagKdKf∂(ψaKg)− k
3N
(N2 − 4)Ka∂3ψa
− N
2 − 4
2N
fabcKa∂2(ψbKc),
ddeff eagdghiKd(ψaKhKi)Kf = ddeff eagdghiKdψaKhKiKf
− 1
2N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)fabcKa∂2(ψbKc) +NdabcKa∂(ψbSc),
ddefdeghKd∂(ψgJh)Jf = −2
3
(N2 − 4)Ka∂3ψa + dabcdcdeKaJ b∂(ψdJe). (C.19)
The nonderivative term contributes to the c14 term of (2.31).
In summary, collecting all the nontrivial terms in (C.1)-(C.11) using the extra rearrage-
ments for the composite fields described previously, the final first-order pole of the OPE
U(z) U(w) is presented as (2.31). The following identities are used, together with (C.17) and
(C.19),
fabc∂ψaJ b∂Jc = −N
2
∂2ψa∂Ja +N∂ψa∂2Ja,
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fabcψa∂2J bKc = −fabc∂2ψaJ bKc − 2fabc∂ψa∂J bKc,
dabcdcde∂ψdJaKeKb = dabcdcde∂ψdJaKbKe +
N2 − 4
N
fabc∂ψaJ b∂Kc.
The following results are used to express T∂G(w)
(JaJa)∂(ψbJ b) = JaJa∂(ψbJ b)− 3N∂ψa∂2Ja − 2Nψa∂3Ja,
(JaKa)∂(ψbJ b) = Ja∂(ψbJ b)Ka − 3
2
N∂ψa∂2Ka −Nψa∂3Ka,
(KaKa)∂(ψbJ b) = ∂(ψbJ b)KaKa,
(JaJa)∂(ψbKb) = JaJa∂(ψbKb) + fabcJa∂2(ψbKc)− 2N∂3ψaKa
− 4N∂2ψa∂Ka − 2N∂ψa∂2Ka,
(KaKa)∂(ψbKb) = KaKa∂(ψbKb)− fabcKa∂2(ψbKc)−N∂2ψa∂Ka
− (2N + k)∂ψa∂2Ka − (N + 2
3
k)ψa∂3Ka,
(JaKa)∂(ψbKb) = JaKa∂(ψbKb)− 1
2
fabcJa∂2(ψbKc) +
1
2
fabcKa∂2(ψbKc)− k
2
∂ψa∂2Ja
− k
3
ψa∂3Ja +N∂3ψaKa +
5
2
N∂2ψa∂Ka +
N
2
ψa∂3Ka
+ 2N∂ψa∂2Ka. (C.20)
The composite field G∂T (w) can be obtained from
(ψaJa)∂(J bJ b) = ψaJa∂(J bJ b) +
N
3
ψa∂3Ja − 10N
3
∂3ψaJa − 3N∂2ψa∂Ja,
(ψaKa)∂(J bJ b) = ψaKa∂(J bJ b) + 2N∂2ψa∂Ka − 2
3
Nψa∂3Ka,
(ψaJa)∂(J bKb) = ψaJa∂(J bKb) +
1
2
fabcψa∂2(J bKc) +
1
2
fabcJa∂2(ψbKc)
− 4
3
N∂3ψaKa − 5
2
N∂2ψa∂Ka −N∂ψa∂2Ka,
(ψaKa)∂(J bKb) = ψaKa∂(J bKb)− 1
2
fabcψa∂2(J bKc) +
1
2
fabcKa∂2(ψbKc) +
N
2
∂2ψa∂Ka
+ N∂ψa∂2Ka +
N
2
ψa∂3Ka − k
3
∂3ψaJa − k
2
∂2ψa∂Ja,
(ψaJa)∂(KbKb) = ψaJa∂(KbKb),
(ψaKa)∂(KbKb) = ψaKa∂(KbKb)− 2
3
(N + k)∂3ψaKa − (N + k)∂2ψa∂Ka. (C.21)
The coefficient functions, which appear in (2.31) are determined completely
c1 = 5BCN(k +N)(2k +N)
2(k + 6N), c2 = 10BCkN(k +N)(2k +N)
2,
c3 = 10BCkN(k +N)(2k +N)
2, c4 = 5BCN(k +N)(2k +N)
2(k + 6N),
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c6 = −120BCN2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
c7 = −120BCN2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N), c8 = −30BCN3(2k2 + 13kN + 12N2),
c9 = 30BCN
3(2k +N)(3k + 4N), c10 = −30BCN2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
c13 = −60BCN4(2k +N), c14 = −60BCN4(3k + 2N),
e1 = −15BCkN(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N), e2 = −15BCkN(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
e3 = −15BCk(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
e4 =
5
2
BCk(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(6k + 11N),
e6 = −15
2
BCk(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 9N),
e7 = −20BC(−2 +N)N2(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 3N),
e8 = 5BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 6N),
e9 = −30BC(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 11N),
e10 = −15
2
BC(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(18k + 25N),
e11 = −90BC(−2 +N)N(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
e13 = 30BC(−2 +N)N2(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
e14 = −15BCN3(8k3 + 30k2N + 45kN2 + 22N3),
e15 = −10BC(−2 +N)N2(2 +N)(2k +N)(2k3 + 15k2N + 37kN2 + 26N3),
e16 = 30BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N), e17 = 45BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N),
e18 = 45BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 2N), e19 = 10BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)2(7k + 12N),
e20 = 15BCN
2(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 5N),
e22 = −60BCN3(k +N)(k + 2N)(2k + 3N), e23 = −150BCN3(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
e24 = −5
2
BCN2(k +N)(2k +N)2(k + 6N), e26 = −240BCN3(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
e27 = −240BCN3(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N), e28 = 60BCN4(6k2 + 21kN + 14N2),
e29 = 120BC(−2 +N)N2(2 +N)(k +N)(2k +N)(k + 2N),
e30 = 240BCN
4(k +N)(k + 2N), e32 = 120BC(−2 +N)N3(2 +N)(2k +N)(3k + 4N),
e33 = 60BCN
4(2k2 + 3kN + 2N2), (C.22)
and their large N limit with (3.2) can be expressed as
c1 → (−2 + λ)λ(1 + 5λ)
12
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, c2 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)λ
6
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
,
c3 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)λ
6
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, c4 → (−2 + λ)λ(1 + 5λ)
12
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
,
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c6 → 2λ
2
√
3N7/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c7 → 2λ
2
√
3N7/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
c8 → λ
3 (2 + 9λ+ λ2)
2
√
3N7/2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ) , c9 →
λ3(3 + λ)
2
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
,
c10 → λ
2
2
√
3N7/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, c13 → λ
4
√
3N7/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
,
c14 → (−3 + λ)λ
4
√
3N7/2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ) ,
e1 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
4
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e2 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
4
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e3 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
4
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e4 → (−1 + λ)(6 + 5λ)
24
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e6 → (−1 + λ)(2 + 7λ)
8
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e7 → λ(2 + λ)
3
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e8 → (−2 + λ)λ(1 + 5λ)
12
√
3N5/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, e9 → λ(2 + 9λ)
2
√
3N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e10 → λ(18 + 7λ)
8
√
3N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e11 →
√
3(−2 + λ)λ
2N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e13 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
√
3
√
N
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e14 → λ
2 (−8 − 6λ− 9λ2 + λ3)
4
√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ) ,
e15 → λ (2 + 9λ+ 13λ
2 + 2λ3)
6
√
3
√
N(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, e16 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e17 →
√
3(−2 + λ)λ
4N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e18 →
√
3(−2 + λ)λ
4N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e19 → (−2 + λ)λ(7 + 5λ)
6
√
3N5/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, e20 → λ
4
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ
,
e22 → λ
2(2 + λ)√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)√1 + λ(2 + 3λ) , e23 →
5λ2
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e24 → (−2 + λ)λ(1 + 5λ)
24
√
3N5/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, e26 → 4λ
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
,
e27 → 4λ
2
√
3N5/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e28 → λ
3 (−6− 9λ+ λ2)√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ) ,
e29 → 2λ
2
√
3N3/2
√
1 + λ(2 + 3λ)
, e30 → 4λ
3
√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)√1 + λ(2 + 3λ) ,
e32 → 2λ
3(3 + λ)√
3N3/2(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ)
, e33 → λ
3 (2− λ+ λ2)√
3N5/2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)3/2(2 + 3λ) .(C.23)
From these results (C.23), it would be interesting to see that the zero mode eigenvalue equa-
40
tion for the spin-9
2
current can be done similarly once the superpartners of scalar fields are
determined.
Appendix D The first-order pole in the OPE U(z) U(w)
and coefficient functions of spin 4 field
The first-order pole in U(z) U(w), consisting of nine terms, are summarized as
{ψaQa ψbQb}−1 = −1
2
QaQa − 2fabcdcde(ψdψaJe)Qb −Ndabc(ψa∂ψc)Qb
+5Ndabcdcdeψa∂(ψdJe)J b + 5NdabcdcdeψaJ b∂(ψdJe), (D.1)
{ψaQa ψbRb}−1 = −1
2
dabcQaJ bKc − 2f bcedacddbfg((ψaψeJd)Jf )Kg
−Ndabcdcde((ψa∂ψb)Jd)Ke + 5Ndabcdcdeψa∂(ψdJe)Kb, (D.2)
{ψaQa ψbSb}−1 = −1
2
QaSa − 2f bcedacddbfgψaψeJdKfKg
−Ndabcdcdeψa∂ψbKdKe, (D.3)
{ψaRa ψbQb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(JaKb)(JeJf )− f dbg(ψaψgKc)(JeJf )
+f eagψd(ψgJ bKc)Jf − f eagf gbhψd∂(ψhKc)Jf + f fagψdJeψgJ bKc
−f fagf gbhψdJe∂(ψhKc) + f ebgψd(ψaJgKc)Jf +Nδebψd∂(ψaKc)Jf
+NδfbψdJe∂(ψaKc) + f fbgψdJeψaJgKc
]
, (D.4)
{ψaRa ψbRb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(JaKb)(JeKf )− f dbg(ψaψgKc)(JeKf )
+f eagψd(ψgJ bKc)Kf − f eagf gbhψd∂(ψhKc)Kf + f fcgψdJeψaJ bKg
+δcdkψaJ b∂(ψdJe) + f ebgψd(ψaJgKc)Kf +Nδebψd∂(ψaKc)Kf
]
, (D.5)
{ψaRa ψbSb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(JaKb)(KeKf )− f dbg(ψaψgKc)(KeKf )
+f ecgψd(ψaJ bKg)Kf + δcdkψa∂(ψdJe)Kb + f fcgψdKeψaJ bKg
+δcdkψdKe∂(ψaJ b)
]
, (D.6)
{ψaSa ψbQb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(KaKb)(JeJf ) + f eagψd(ψgKbKc)Jf
+f fagψdJeψgKbKc
]
, (D.7)
{ψaSa ψbRb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(KaKb)(JeKf ) + f fgaJeψdψgKbKc
+(N + 2k)δcdJaψb∂(ψeKf) + f eagψd(ψgKbKc)Kf
]
, (D.8)
{ψaSa ψbSb}−1 = dabcddef
[
−1
2
δcd(KaKb)(KeKf) + f egaψd(ψgKbKc)Kf
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+(N + 2k)δcdψa∂(ψeKf )Kb + f fgaψdKeψgKbKc
+(N + 2k)δcdψaKb∂(ψeKf)
]
. (D.9)
The normal ordered product in third equation of (D.2) can be simplified as
dabcdcde(ψa∂ψb)JdKe = dabcdcdeJdψa∂ψbKe +
N2 − 4
2N
∂2JaKa. (D.10)
The first and second terms of (D.2) contribute to the c3-, c10-terms of (2.39), respectively.
The second equation of (D.2) should be rearranged 7.
In (D.3), the nonderivative two terms contribute to c11-, c12-terms of (2.39), respectively.
In (D.4), the following expressions are obtained
dabcddeff eagψd(ψgJ bKc)Jf = (N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2(ψbKc) +Ndabcdcdeψd∂(ψeJaKb)
+
N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJ bKe)− N
2
dabcdcdeψb∂(ψaJdKe)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJeKb) + fabcdcdeψdJeψbRa,
dabcddeff ebgψd(ψaJgKc)Jf =
N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψbJaKe)− N
2
dabcdcdeψb∂(ψdJaKe)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψeJaKb) +Ndabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJeKb)
+ NdabcdcdeψaJ b∂ψdKe + dabcddeff ebgψdJfJgψaKc,
dabcddeff eagf gbhψd∂(ψhKc)Jf = −1
2
(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)−NdabcdcdeψdJe∂(ψbKa),
dabcddefδebψd∂(ψaKc)Jf =
N2 − 4
2N
fabcψa∂2(ψbKc) + dabcdcdeψdJe∂(ψaKb),
fabcdcde(ψdψa)QbKe = fabcdcdeψdψaQbKe + 2Ndabcdcde∂ψaψdJeKb
− Ndabcdcdeψa∂ψdJeKb −Ndabcdcdeψaψd∂JeKb
− Ndabcdcdeψaψd∂J bKe −Ndabcdcde∂ψbψaJdKe
− Ndabcdcdeψbψa∂JdKe + 3(N2 − 4)fabc∂ψa∂ψbKc
+
9
2
(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2ψbKc − 2(N2 − 4)∂2JaKa
+ Ndabcdcde∂ψdψaJ bKe. (D.11)
The third, seventh, fourth, eighth and second terms of (D.4) are related to the first, second,
third, fourth and fifth equation of (D.11), respectively. The c3- and c10-terms of (2.39) can
7That is, fabcdcdedbfgψd(ψaJe)(JfKg) = fabcdcdedbfgψdψaJeJfKg + (N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)− 2(N2−
4)fabcψa∂(∂ψbKc) + Ndabcdcdeψa∂(ψdJbKe) + N2 d
abcdcdeψd∂(ψaJbKe) − N2 dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJeKb) −
N
2 d
abcdcdeψb∂(ψaJdKe) − Ndabcdcdeψa∂ψdJbKe − NdabcdcdeψaψdJb∂Ke − N2−42 Ja∂2Ka −
N2−4
2 f
abcψaψb∂2Kc.
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be seen from the nonderivative terms of (D.11). The product dabcddeff ebgψdJfJgψaKc(z) can
be expressed as c9- and c10-terms using the Jacobi identity.
The normal ordered products in (D.5) can be further simplified as
dabcddeff eagf gbhψd∂(ψhKc)Kf =
k
3
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa + N
2 − 4
2
fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)
− NdabcdcdeψaKb∂(ψdKe),
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaKb)Ke = − k
3N
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa − N
2 − 4
2N
fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)
+ dabcdcdeψdKe∂(ψaKb),
dabcddeff eagψd(ψgJ bKc)Kf =
N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJeKb)− N
2
dabcdcdeψb∂(ψaJdKe)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJ bKe) + fabcdcdeψdψbKeRa,
fabcdcde((ψdψa)Ke)Rb = fabcdcde(ψdψa)KeRb +
1
2
(N2 − 4)∂2(JaKa)
+ Ndabcdcde(ψaψdKe)∂Kb +Ndabcdcde∂(ψdψa)(JeKb)
− k
2N
(N2 − 4)Ja∂2Ja − 1
2
(N2 − 4)∂2KaKa,
fabcdcdeKe(ψdψa)Rb = fabcdcdeKeψdψaRb +NdabcdcdeKe∂ψdψaKb
+
N
2
dabcdcdeKdψa∂(ψbKe)− N
2
dabcdcdeKdψa∂(ψeKb)
− N
2
dabcdcdeKbψa∂(ψdKe),
dabcddeff ebgψd(ψaJgKc)Kf =
N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψeJaKb)− N
2
dabcdcdeψb∂(ψdJaKe)
− N
2
dabcdcdeψd∂(ψbJaKe)
+ dabcddeff ebgψdψaJgKfKc. (D.12)
The fourth, eighth, third, second, seventh terms of (D.5) are related to the first, second, third,
fourth, and sixth equations of (D.12), respectively. Note that the first term of fourth equation
of (D.12) is rearranged and represented the fifth equation of (D.12). In other words, the fifth
equation of (D.12) comes from the nonderivative term in fourth equation of (D.12). Further-
more, the other two terms appearing in the fourth equation of (D.12) should be rearranged.
The c4-, c7- and c9-terms of (2.39) can be obtained from the nonderivative expressions of (D.5).
The normal ordered product fabcdcdeψdψbKeRa(z) can be expressed as c4- and c6-terms using
the Jacobi identity.
The expression in (D.6) (the second and third equations) leads to the following normal
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ordered product
fabcdcde(ψdψaKe)Sb = fabcdcde(ψdψa)KeSb − N
2 − 4
2N
(N + 2k)∂2JaKa,
dabcddeff ecgψd(ψaJ bKg)Kf = Ndabcdcdeψd∂(ψaJ bKe)
+ dabcddeff ecgψdψaJ bKfKg. (D.13)
This contributes to the c6-term of (2.39). Moreover, the first term of (D.6) can contribute to
the c5-term of (2.39).
For the normal ordered product in (D.7), the relation holds
dabcddeff eagψd(ψgKbKc)Jf = fabcdcdeψdψbJeSa. (D.14)
This plays the role of c12-term of (2.39). The first term of (D.7) contributes to c11-term of
(2.39). The last term of (D.7) contributes to c12-term of (2.39).
The following identity can be used in (D.8)
SaRa = dabcJaKbSc − 1
N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)Ja∂2Ka,
dabcddeff eagψd(ψgKbKc)Kf =
N + 2k
2N
(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)−Ndabcψa∂(ψbSc)
+ fabcdcdeψdψbKeSa. (D.15)
The first and last terms of (D.8) are related to the first and second equation of (D.15),
respectively. The nonderivative term of second equation in (D.15) goes to c16-term of (2.39).
Finally, the normal ordered products in (D.9) are summarized as
f eagddefdghiψd(ψaKhKi)Kf = − 1
2N
(N + 2k)(N2 − 4)fabcψa∂2(ψbKc) +Ndabcψa∂(ψbSc)
+ fabcdcdeψdψaKeSb,
SaSa = dabcKaKbSc − 2
N
(N2 − 4)(N + 2k)Ka∂2Ka,
ddefdeagψd∂(ψaKg)Kf = − k
3N
(N2 − 4)ψa∂3ψa − N
2 − 4
2N
fabcψa∂2(ψbKc)
+ dabcdcdeψaKb∂(ψdKe). (D.16)
The second, first, and third terms of (D.9) are related to the first, second, and third equation
of (D.16), respectively. Obviously, the nonderivative terms of first and second equations in
(D.16) goes to c16-, c17-terms of (2.39), respectively.
Collecting all the nontrivial terms in (D.1)-(D.9) using the extra rearrangements for
the composite fields with (D.10), (D.13) and (D.14), the final first-order pole of the OPE
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U(z) U(w) is presented as (2.39). The following identities can be used to simplify the normal
ordered products:
dabcdcde∂ψaψdJ bJe = dabcdcde∂ψaψdJeJ b +
N2 − 4
N
(
1
2
∂Ja∂Ja +
N
3
ψa∂3ψa +N∂ψa∂2ψa
)
,
dabcdcdeψaψd∂J bJe = −dabcdcdeψdψaJe∂J b + N
2 − 4
2N
(
Ja∂2Ja +
4
3
Nψa∂3ψa
)
,
dabcdcdeψaψeJ b∂Jd = −dabcdcdeψeψaJ b∂Jd,
fabcJa∂J bKc = −fabc∂JaJ bKc +N∂2JaKa,
fabcψa∂2ψbKc =
1
2
∂2JaKa − fabc∂ψa∂ψbKc,
fabcψaψb∂2Jc = Ja∂2Ja +
4
3
Nψa∂3ψa,
fabcψa∂ψb∂Jc =
1
2
∂Ja∂Ja +
1
3
Nψa∂3ψa −N∂2ψa∂ψa,
dabcdcdeψa∂ψdJ bJe = −dabcdcde∂ψdψaJ bJe.
The coefficient functions in (2.39) can be obtained
c1 = −1
2
C2k2(2k +N)2, c2 = 2C
2k2(2k +N)2,
c3 = 5C
2kN(2k +N)2, c4 = −25C2N2(2k +N)2,
c5 = 50C
2N3(2k +N), c6 = −50C2N2(2k +N)(2k + 3N),
c7 = −25
2
C2N2(2k +N)2, c9 = 5C
2N(2k +N)2(−2k + 5N),
c10 = 30C
2kN(2k +N)2, c11 = −10C2kN2(2k +N),
c12 = −10C2N2(2k +N)(4k + 5N), c13 = 5C2kN(2k +N)2,
c16 = −100C2N3(2k + 3N), c17 = −50C2N4,
e1 = −C2kN(2k +N)2(18k + 25N), e3 = −C2kN(2k +N)2(6k + 25N),
e6 = −3C2k2N(2k +N)2, e7 = 25C2N3(2k +N)(6k + 11N),
e8 = 4C
2k2(−2 +N)(2 +N)(2k +N)2, e9 = −1
2
C2k(−4 +N2)(2k +N)2(48k + 25N),
e10 = −5
4
C2(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)(28k2 + 124kN + 95N2),
e11 = −C2k(6k − 25N)(−4 +N2)(2k +N)2,
e12 = −5
2
C2(−4 +N2)(2k +N)2(4k + 5N), e14 = 5
2
C2N2(2k +N)2(8k + 5N),
e16 = 25C
2(−4 +N2)N2(2k +N)(2k + 5N),
e17 = −C2k(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)2(51k + 25N),
e18 = −1
3
C2k(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)(242k2 + 271kN + 175N2),
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e20 =
25
2
C2(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)2, e21 = −75
2
C2N3(2k +N)2,
e22 =
25
2
C2N3(2k +N)(10k + 21N),
e23 = −25
2
C2(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)(4k2 + 8kN + 11N2),
e24 = −25C2(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)(2k2 + 9kN + 8N2),
e25 = −5
2
C2N2(2k +N)2(22k + 35N), e28 = 5C
2N2(2k +N)2(8k + 15N),
e29 = 25C
2N2(2k +N)(−2k2 − 3kN +N2),
e30 =
5
2
C2N3(−36k2 − 28kN + 35N2), e34 = 5C2(−4 +N2)N(2k +N)2(2k + 5N),
e36 = −5
2
C2N2(2k +N)2(14k + 15N), (D.17)
and their large N limit with fixed λ in (3.2) reduces to
c1 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
2
100N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c2 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
2
25N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c3 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)λ
10N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c4 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
2N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c5 → λ
3
N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c6 → λ
2(2 + λ)
N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c7 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
4N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c9 → (−2 + λ)λ(−2 + 7λ)
10N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c10 → 3(−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)λ
5N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c11 → (−1 + λ)λ
2
5N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c12 → λ
2(4 + λ)
5N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, c13 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)λ
10N3(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
c16 → 2λ
3(2 + λ)
N3(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ) , c17 →
λ4
N3(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ) ,
e1 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)(18 + 7λ)
50N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e3 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)(6 + 19λ)
50N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e6 → 3(−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
2
50N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e7 → λ
2(6 + 5λ)
2N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e8 → 2(−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)
2
25N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e9 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)(−48 + 23λ)
100N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e10 → λ (−28− 68λ+ λ
2)
40N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e11 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)(−6 + 31λ)
50N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e12 → (−2 + λ)λ(4 + λ)
20N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e14 → (−2 + λ)λ(−8 + 3λ)
20N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
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e16 → λ
2
2N(1 + λ)
, e17 → (−2 + λ)(−1 + λ)(−32 + 7λ)
50(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e18 → (−1 + λ) (242− 213λ+ 146λ
2)
150(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e20 → (−2 + λ)λ
2
4N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e21 → 3(−2 + λ)λ
2
4N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e22 → λ
2(10 + 11λ)
4N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e23 → λ (4 + 7λ
2)
4N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e24 → λ (2 + 5λ+ λ
2)
2N(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e25 → (−2 + λ)λ(22 + 13λ)
20N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e28 → (−2 + λ)λ(8 + 7λ)
10N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
,
e29 → λ (−2 + λ+ 2λ
2)
2N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
, e30 → λ
2 (−36 + 44λ+ 27λ2)
20N2(−2 + λ)(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ) ,
e34 → (−2 + λ)λ
10N(1 + λ)
, e36 → (−2 + λ)λ(14 + λ)
20N2(1 + λ)(2 + 3λ)
. (D.18)
Therefore, the analysis for the zero mode eigenvalue equation can be obtained from these
limiting values (D.18) on the coefficient functions after the normalization is fixed.
Appendix E The OPEs between Tˆ (Z) and Wˆ (Z) and other
OPEs in N = 1 superspace
The N = 1 superconformal algebra is described as the super OPE
Tˆ (Z1) Tˆ (Z2) =
1
z312
c
6
+
θ12
z212
3
2
Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z12
1
2
DTˆ (Z2) +
θ12
z12
∂Tˆ (Z2) + · · · , (E.1)
where z12 = z1 − z2 − θ1θ2, θ12 = θ1 − θ2, D = ∂θ + θ∂z and ∂ = ∂z. The super stress energy
tensor is
Tˆ (Z) =
1
2
G(z) + θ T (z), Z = (z, θ). (E.2)
The primary superfield of dimension-5
2
,
Wˆ (Z) =
1√
6
U(z) + θW (z), (E.3)
satisfies
Tˆ (Z1) Wˆ (Z2) =
θ12
z212
5
2
Wˆ (Z2) +
1
z12
1
2
DWˆ (Z2) +
θ12
z12
∂Wˆ (Z2) + · · · . (E.4)
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Together with (E.1) and (E.4), the previous OPEs, (2.11), (2.15) and (2.32) are summa-
rized as following single N = 1 super OPE
Wˆ (Z1) Wˆ (Z2) =
1
z512
c
15
+
θ12
z412
Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z312
1
3
DTˆ (Z2) +
θ12
z312
2
3
∂Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z212
2
3
Tˆ 2(Z2)
+
θ12
z212
[
1
4
∂2Tˆ +
11
(4c+ 21)
(
2TˆDTˆ − 1
4
∂2Tˆ
)
+
1√
6
Oˆ 7
2
]
(Z2)
+
1
z12
[
1
20
D∂2Tˆ +
9
2(22 + 5c)
(
DTˆDTˆ − 3
10
D∂2Tˆ
)
− (2c− 83)
2(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)
(
− 7
10
D∂2Tˆ +
17
(22 + 5c)
(
DTˆDTˆ − 3
10
D∂2Tˆ
)
+ 4Tˆ ∂Tˆ
)
+
1
7
√
6
DOˆ 7
2
+
2√
6
Oˆ4
]
(Z2) +
θ12
z12
[
1
15
∂3Tˆ +
44
7(4c+ 21)
∂
(
2TˆDTˆ − 1
4
∂2Tˆ
)
+
12
7(10c− 7)
(
8
3
DTˆ∂Tˆ − 2TˆD∂Tˆ − 8
15
∂3Tˆ
)
+
4
7
√
6
∂Oˆ 7
2
+
1√
6
DOˆ4
]
(Z2) + · · ·
=
1
z512
c
15
+
θ12
z412
Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z312
1
3
DTˆ (Z2) +
θ12
z312
2
3
∂Tˆ (Z2) +
1
z212
2
3
Tˆ 2(Z2)
+
θ12
z212
[
(2c+ 5)
2(4c+ 21)
∂2Tˆ +
22
(4c+ 21)
TˆDTˆ +
1√
6
Oˆ 7
2
]
(Z2)
+
1
z12
[
2(18c+ 1)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)DTˆDTˆ +
(2c2 − c− 37)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)D∂
2Tˆ
− 2(2c− 83)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7) Tˆ ∂Tˆ +
1
7
√
6
DOˆ 7
2
+
2√
6
Oˆ4
]
(Z2)
+
θ12
z12
[
16(7c− 10)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7) TˆD∂Tˆ +
4(2c2 − 29c+ 3)
3(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)∂
3Tˆ
+
8(18c+ 1)
(4c+ 21)(10c− 7)DTˆ∂Tˆ +
4
7
√
6
∂Oˆ 7
2
+
1√
6
DOˆ4
]
(Z2) + · · · , (E.5)
where the identity 1
(z1−z2)n
= 1
zn
12
− n θ1θ2
zn+1
12
(n = 1, · · · , 6) is used and the following relations for
the quasi primaries with (E.2) can be used
T 2 − 3
10
∂2T =
(
DTˆDTˆ − 3
10
D∂2Tˆ
)
|θ=0,
GT − 1
8
∂2G =
(
2TˆDTˆ − 1
4
∂2Tˆ
)
|θ=0,
4
3
T∂G−G∂T − 4
15
∂3G =
(
8
3
DTˆ∂Tˆ − 2TˆD∂Tˆ − 8
15
∂3Tˆ
)
|θ=0. (E.6)
When the higher spin N = 1 super currents Oˆ 7
2
(Z) and Oˆ4(Z) vanish, then the above OPE
(E.5) becomes the one for the “minimal” N = 1 super W3 algebra [37] and see also [5] where
the same convention is used. Note that the central charge is given by (2.7).
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The other N = 1 super OPEs can be obtained from the corresponding OPEs with com-
ponent approach. Because
Oˆ 7
2
(Z) = O 7
2
(z) + θ O4(z), (E.7)
the N = 1 super OPE Wˆ (Z1) Oˆ 7
2
(Z2) can be obtained from the OPEs, U(z) O 7
2
(w),
U(z) O4(w), W (z) O 7
2
(w) and W (z) O4(w). The N = 1 super primary field (E.7) satis-
fies the OPE similar to (E.4). The θ12 independent terms are originating from the first OPE
while the θ12 dependent terms are originating from the third OPE. Other OPEs can be located
at various places appropriately (in N = 1 supersymmetric way).
As done in (E.6), recalling the following relations for the quasi primaries
GU −
√
6
3
∂W =
√
6
(
2Tˆ Wˆ − 1
3
∂DWˆ
)
|θ=0,
TW − 3
14
∂2W =
(
DTˆDWˆ − 3
14
∂2DWˆ
)
|θ=0,
G∂U − 5
3
∂GU −
√
6
7
∂2W =
√
6
(
2Tˆ ∂Wˆ − 10
3
∂Tˆ Wˆ − 1
7
∂2DWˆ
)
|θ=0,
TU − 1
4
∂2U =
(
2TˆDWˆ − 1
6
∂2Wˆ
)
|θ=0,
GW − 1
6
√
6
∂2U =
√
6
(
DTˆWˆ − 1
4
∂2Wˆ
)
|θ=0, (E.8)
where the relations (E.2) and (E.3) are used, the second N = 1 super OPE with fixed N = 3
can be expressed as
Wˆ (Z1) Oˆ 7
2
(Z2) =
θ12
z412
[
−(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
3(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
√
6 Wˆ
]
(Z2)
+
1
z312
[
−2(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
5(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
√
6DWˆ
]
(Z2) +
θ12
z312
[
−(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
3(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
2
5
√
6 ∂Wˆ
]
(Z2)
+
1
z212
[
−2(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
5(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
1
3
√
6D∂Wˆ
+
√
2
3
(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
(5 + 2c)(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
2
(
6 Tˆ Wˆ −D∂Wˆ
)
+
√
6 Oˆ4′
 (Z2)
+
θ12
z212
[
−(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
3(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
1
10
√
6 ∂2Wˆ +
1√
6
5
8
(
Oˆ 9
2
−DOˆ4′
)
+
1√
6
DOˆ4′
− 2(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)(47 + 14c)
3(5 + 2c)(37 + 2c)(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
√
6
(
DTˆWˆ − 1
4
∂2Wˆ
)
− 2
√
6(−36 + c)(5 + 6c)(−10 + 7c)
5(5 + 2c)(37 + 2c)(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
3
(
2 TˆDWˆ − 1
6
∂2Wˆ
)]
(Z2)
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+
1
z12
[
−2(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
5(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
1
14
√
6D∂2Wˆ
+
√
2
3
(−36 + c)(−10 + 7c)
(5 + 2c)(20 + 3c)(21 + 4c)
3
8
2 ∂
(
6 Tˆ Wˆ −D∂Wˆ
)
+
3
8
√
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(Z2) + · · · , (E.9)
where the last three lines is a supersymmetric extension of quasi primary field of spin-11
2
. The
N = 1 primary super fields appearing in (E.9) are
Oˆ4′(Z) = O4′′(z) + θ O 9
2
′(z), Oˆ 9
2
(Z) = O 9
2
′′(z) + θ O5(z). (E.10)
Further simplifications of (E.9) can be made by collecting the coefficient functions in the
same field content, as in (E.5) but the present form is more useful eventhough it is rather
complicated. Each N = 1 super primary field (E.10) satisfies the OPE similar to (E.4).
As done in (E.6) and (E.8), from the following identifications between the composite fields
in the component approach and the corresponding super fields at vanishing θ,
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and further relations
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where the relations (2.40), (E.2), (E.7) and
Oˆ4(Z) = O4′(z) + θ O 9
2
(z) (E.11)
are used, the following N = 1 super OPE with fixed N = 3 can be obtained
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(Z2) + · · · , (E.12)
where the N = 1 primary super fields appearing in (E.12) are given
Oˆ 11
2
(Z) = O 11
2
(z) + θ O6(z), Oˆ6(Z) = O6′(z) + θ O 13
2
(z). (E.13)
Further simplifications of (E.12) can be made by collecting the coefficient functions in the
same field content, as in (E.5). Each N = 1 super primary field in (E.11) or (E.13) satisfies
the OPE similar to (E.4).
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